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Installing off-grid solutions such as solar lighting systems and minigrids are
seen essential in solving the world’s electricity access deficit, which is
increasingly concentrated to Sub-Saharan Africa. Traditionally, installing and
maintaining such systems has required experts to travel long distances to the
remote regions. However, when the Covid-19 pandemic restricted international
travel, the need to collaborate remotely with locals from the developing areas
grew tremendously.

The aim of this thesis is to explore how installation activities should be
completed in remote collaboration and to define guidelines for the best
practices. In addition, this thesis studies the possibilities of utilizing mobile
learning for remote collaboration in installation activities. The topic is
approached by creating a prototype of mobile installation instructions for a
Wi-Fi base station and then testing the instructions in practice remotely
collaborating with locals from Oniipa, Namibia. In addition, the data in this
study includes another remote collaborative installation, in which an electricity
system was updated with new batteries.

The results show that both video calls and instant messaging are functional
ways of collaborating remotely during installation activities. The results also
indicate that mobile installation instructions are convenient when designed
carefully to minimize the cognitive load of the user. Remote collaboration in
installation activities also offers opportunities to bring knowledge, training and
new jobs to the developing areas.

Keywords: remote collaboration, remote installation, off-grid electricity
system, connectivity, collaborative physical task, mobile learning, Namibia
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Omavaraiset sähköjärjestelmät ovat oleellisessa osassa sähkön saatavuuden
parantamisessa maailmassa, jossa yhä suurempi osa ilman sähköä elävistä
ihmisistä asuu Saharan etelänpuoleisessa Afrikassa. Perinteisesti tällaisten
järjestelmien asentaminen on vaatinut asiantuntijoiden matkustamista
syrjäisille seuduille. Tarve tehdä etäyhteistyötä kehittyvien alueiden
paikallisten kanssa kasvoi kuitenkin valtavasti, kun Covid-19 pandemia rajoitti
kansainvälistä matkustamista.

Tämän työn tavoite on tutkia, miten asennustehtäviä voitaisiin suorittaa
etäyhteistyöllä sekä määrittää ohjeet sen toteuttamiseen. Lisäksi tämä työ
tutkii mahdollisuuksia hyödyntää mobiilioppimista asennustehtävien
suorittamiseen etäyhteistyössä. Aihetta lähestytään luomalla prototyyppi
mobiiliohjeista Wi-Fi tukiasemalle sekä testaamalla ohjeita käytännössä
etätyöskentelemällä yhdessä paikallistan kanssa Oniipasta, Namibiasta. Tämän
työn aineistoon sisältyy lisäksi toinen etäyhteistyö, jonka aikana
sähköjärjestelmä päivitettiin asentamalla siihen uudet akut.

Työn tulokset osoittavat, että sekä videopuhelut että pikaviestiminen ovat
toimivia tapoja tehdä etäyhteistyötä asennustehtävien aikana. Tulokset
viittaavat myös siihen, että mobiiliasennusohjeet ovat käteviä silloin kun ne on
suunniteltu huolella minimoidakseen käyttäjän kognitiivisen kuormituksen.
Asennustehtävien suorittaminen etäyhteistyössä paikallisten kanssa tarjoaa
myös mahdollisuuden tuoda tietoa, koulutusta sekä uusia työpaikkoja
kehittyville alueille.

Asiasanat: etäyhteistyö, etäasentaminen, omavarainen sähköjärjestelmä,
verkkoyhteys, mobiilioppiminen, Namibia
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1.  Introduction

This thesis studies how installation activities for electricity and connectivity
should be completed in remote collaboration with locals from distant regions of
the developing world. In addition, the possibilities of using mobile learning as a
tool in the remote installation activities is explored. Furthermore, this thesis
aims to create guidelines for remote collaboration in installation activities which
are performed by locals and guided by experts remotely. This study consists of
a literature review and an empirical research, which was conducted by
collaborating remotely with locals from Namibia.

In this first chapter the background and motivation for the study are presented
and the research context is explained. In addition, the aims of this study are
described, and the research questions are presented.

1.1.  Background and motivation
In 2018 the global electrification rate was approximately  90 percent which
meant that 789 million people were still living without access to electricity (IEA
et al., 2020). The world’s access deficit is increasingly concentrated in Sub-
Saharan Africa, where more than one in two people lack access to electricity,
and due to population growth the number of people in the region lacking access
remains almost stable (IEA et al., 2020). Electrification also benefits areas by
helping to improve health, education and activities generating income for
households (Ngowi et al., 2019).

To reach remote areas and difficult-to-reach populations, off-grid solutions such
as solar lighting systems, solar home systems and minigrids are essential (IEA
et al., 2019). Even though remarkable attention has been paid to how access to
electricity should be provided, much less attention has been paid to how
electricity infrastructures are operated and maintained (Baptista, 2019).
Furthermore, maintenance and repair is key to sustaining service over time,
especially in context of informality (Baptista, 2019). Fostering off-grid systems
should be coupled with workforce training with the knowledge to produce,
implement and maintain such systems (Baptista and Plananska, 2017).
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However, due to the outbreak of the novel coronavirus in 2020, the whole world
had to adapt to new safety measures to restrain the pandemic (WHO, 2020).
For instance, people were advised to work remotely if possible and avoid
travelling even if it was related to work (TTL, 2020). Consequently, the
pandemic has also amplified a need for experts to collaborate remotely with
locals from distant areas to deliver workforce training and knowledge to maintain
for example off-grid systems by themselves. Fortunately, remote expertise can
also be valuable when experts are unable to travel to the work location
(Birnholtz et al., 2010). Thus, this thesis studies how the remote collaboration
in guiding installation activities should be organized with locals from the
developing countries.

In the developing world, mobile phones are commonly the only accessible
computational tool for additional knowledge (Pimmer et al., 2014). Furthermore,
mobile devices are increasingly seen as toolkits, which can be adapted for use as
supporting tools in almost any kind of learning activities (Parsons, 2014).
Moreover, as the ubiquity of mobile devices continues to grow, so does the
opportunity to use them for learning (Brown et al., 2014). Therefore, this thesis
also studies how could instructions and knowledge be delivered in the form of
mobile learning to support the locals from remote regions in installation
activities.

1.2. Research context
This thesis is carried out as a part of a research project called Fusion Grid.
Fusion Grid was an ongoing project in 2018-2020 with a goal to provide
electricity, connectivity and digital services to the remote areas of the developing
countries. The project was funded by Business Finland and it was a joint
initiative between Aalto University, LUT University, Nokia, GreenEnergy
Finland and University Properties of Finland Ltd. Fusion Grid studied a concept
of a community-installable and manageable electricity and connectivity
infrastructure.

The project’s solution is a self-sustaining energy production and storage system
to provide electricity to the remote and sparsely populated areas of the
developing world. The system is powered by solar panels and batteries. In
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addition, a 4G LTE micro base station is integrated to the system to provide
network connectivity. The key idea is that the solution is lightweight.
Consequently, it is not necessary to build heavy infrastructures to the remote
areas. Furthermore, all the necessary elements for the system can be transported
easily, for example inside a van – in a similar manner to any IKEA furniture. In
addition, the solution is modular and has as few attachable parts as possible,
which makes it relatively easy to assemble as “plug and play”. Furthermore, in
the center of the Fusion Grid concept is a user-centered thought that the level
of difficulty of the installation and maintenance of the system need to match the
skillset of the community members.

In addition to providing the technical solution, Fusion Grid also focused on
studying what kind of possibilities access to electricity, internet connectivity and
digital services bring to the underserved communities. For instance, access to
electricity and internet could provide the people new possibilities for education
and work. In the project, Aalto University focused on researching these topics,
for example by studying the possibilities of entrepreneurship and crowdfunding
in improving the livelihood of people living in the rural areas. To support the
sustainability of the project’s solution, Fusion Grid also focused on collaborating
with the locals in the installation and maintenance activities of the system.

The Fusion Grid project has piloted the off-grid microgrid in Oniipa, Namibia,
in collaboration with the Oniipa Town Council (OTC). Namibia is located in
Sub-Saharan Africa and it is largely a desert ranchland (World Bank, 2020). The
country has a tiny population of 2,5 million people (World Bank, 2020) and it
is also one of the least densely populated countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa
(IBRD, 2009). Oniipa is a former settlement area which was proclaimed as a
town in 2015 (OTC, 2020). Furthermore, Oniipa is in northern Namibia and it
has approximately 24 000 inhabitants (OTC, 2020).

In December 2019, five residential houses, from a previously non-electrified area,
were electrified by using the Fusion Grid system. The first things that electricity
was used in the houses were for example lights, fans, sewing machines and
charging of mobile devices. On the same day that the houses were electrified,
internet connection was also brought to the pilot site. However, due to some
issues with availability of the right parts, only a temporary solution was used at
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the time to create a Wi-Fi for the residents of the houses. The Fusion Grid
system in Oniipa can be monitored remotely from Finland, which enables a
unique possibility to collect data and collaborate with the locals remotely.
Furthermore, Fusion Grid also employed one of the locals, who was unemployed
at the time, as a maintenance man for the system. During the pilot, especially
the effects of electrification to the local environment and community have been
studied. The prototype created in this thesis is also tested in the pilot site in
Oniipa.

1.3. Research aims and research questions
The aim of this thesis is twofold. First, this thesis aims to create guidelines for
remote collaboration in installation and maintenance activities. Furthermore,
the activities are performed in collaboration with locals from remote areas of the
developing countries and experts who are guiding the tasks remotely. To create
the general guidelines, the first research question is formulated as follows:

RQ1: How should collaboration of remote installation activities be organized?

To help answer the first research question, it is approached with three sub-
questions, which are:

RQ1.1: What tools and materials are needed in remote installation?

RQ1.2: What kind of information is needed for assembly tasks?

RQ1.3: How should the collaboration be structured?

Thus, the aim is to find out about factors affecting remote collaboration focusing
on installation activities and then define best practices for the collaboration. The
first research question is tentatively answered based on the literature review and
then a draft of the guidelines is formed. The first research question is answered
in section 5.2. Furthermore, the answers to the sub-questions are presented in
the following sections: RQ1.1 is answered in section 5.2.2, RQ1.2. in section 2.2.
and RQ1.3. in section 5.2.3.

To validate and complement the guidelines from the literature, a remote
installation procedure is defined and tested. Thus, the second aim of this thesis
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is to design and test mobile installation instructions for a Wi-Fi base station.
The mobile instructions are designed for users living in remote areas of the
developing countries who might not be highly skilled in using technology. The
goal is that by using the mobile installation instructions, a Wi-Fi base station
could be installed by the locals, which on the other hand allows experts to not
travel there and only remotely support the locals. Furthermore, the second
research question is formulated as follows:

RQ2: How does the defined remote installation procedure perform?

The scope of the second research question is set to cover a situation where the
Wi-Fi base station is installed by using mobile instructions and remote guidance
through instant messaging in a group chat. The second research question is also
approached with three sub-questions, which are:

RQ2.1: What is the mobile learning content of the installation instructions?

RQ2.2: How does the technical platform support collaboration?

RQ2.3: How does the collaborative remote installation procedure deliver
successful outcomes?

The second research question is answered in section 5.1. based on both the
literature review and the empirical study. The mobile installation instructions
are created and then tested in a remote experimentation. The answers for the
sub-questions are in the following sections: RQ2.1 is answered in section 4.4.1,
RQ2.2. in section 5.1.2. and RQ2.3. in section 5.1.3. Afterwards, the initial
guidelines are reviewed and complemented with findings from the empirical
study.
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2.  Conceptual background

In this chapter, the relevant literature regarding the topic of this thesis is
presented. First, the state of mobile learning is reviewed and basic principles for
designing mobile learning materials are discussed. Secondly, structures for
creating assembly instructions are presented, and then remote communication
in collaborative physical tasks is reviewed.

2.1. Mobile learning
Mobile learning was chosen as one of the central concepts for this study, because
collaborating remotely requires using digital technology in any case.
Furthermore, utilizing mobile devices seemed to be convenient as they can be
carried around during installation activities. In addition, mobile learning was
studied, because creating mobile learning materials was seen as a possible way
to deliver the installation instructions remotely.

This section presents the concept of mobile learning. Definitions of mobile
learning are discussed and the state of mobile learning in the developing
countries is reviewed. In addition, basic principles for creating mobile learning
materials are presented.

2.1.1.Defining mobile learning
Mobile learning (or m-learning) is a type of learning that is carried out by using
mobile devices (Ally, 2004; Park, 2011; Tufekci et al., 2013; Traxler, 2016). These
devices are for example smartphones, laptops, tablet PCs (Göksu and Atici,
2013), PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) and mobile phones (Ally, 2004;
Traxler and Kukulska-Hume, 2005; Tufekci et al., 2013). As the mobile devices
have developed and the field of mobile learning advanced, the definitions of
mobile learning have also varied (Crompton and Burke, 2015).  Furthermore,
the definition of mobile learning has been a subject to significant debate
(Traxler, 2016). The term “mobile” has not had an unambiguous meaning. For
example, some see it as the equivalent of using wireless communication devices
or as moving electronic content from larger devices to smaller ones (Brown et
al., 2014). However, for some, it represents a totally new way of learning with
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supportive devices – the change in how information is structured, consumed and
assessed (Brown et al., 2014).

Early attempts to define mobile learning focused on the devices which seemed
to offer learning anywhere and at any time (Teall et al., 2014; Traxler, 2016).
The early mobile learning projects have also been thought to grew out of e-
learning, which is learning on electronic devices (Traxler, 2016). However,
traditional e-learning does not offer a chance to take advantage of learner’s
surrounding environment in the same way as mobile devices (Brown et. Al,
2014). One of the affordances of mobile technologies is that the devices can be
taken wherever the learner wants (Hsu and Ching, 2015, Parsons 2014). Thus,
learning can occur in the real-world context relevant to learners (Hsu and Ching,
2015). Furthermore, mobile devices can be brought to use in a specific context,
not just to be used “anywhere, anytime” (Parsons, 2014).

The portability of mobile devices enables just-in-time learning, as learners are
able to access stored information wherever and whenever they want (Koole,
2009). Just-in-time learning occurs for example in workplaces where training
materials and information can be accessed with mobile devices just when they
are needed (Ally, 2009). However, Parsons (2014) questions that is it really
learning if a person is able to look at something again from a mobile device and
does it really matter if he remembers the information or not? Consequently,
Parsons argues that perhaps just-in-time type of mobile learning should rather
be called “performance support” as it acts more as a tool to be used in various
duties than actual learning.

Mobile devices are increasingly seen as a toolkits, which can be adapted for use
as a supporting tool in almost any kind of learning activities (Parsons, 2014).
Mobile learning gives learners the possibility to interact by using other tools on
the devices such as text messaging, voice communications and mobile Internet
access (Koole, 2009). Internet access is quite often mentioned with mobile
learning as the access provides unlimited and updatable material for learning.
However, it seems that the definitions of mobile learning focus more on the
mobility of the devices and the learner.
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In this thesis, mobile learning is viewed as learning that occurs in a specific
context on a handheld mobile device such as a smartphone. Mobile learning is
also viewed more as performance support rather than traditional learning with
teachers and students in class.

2.1.2.Mobile learning in the developing world
Mobile learning is often seen as an optimal solution for people from the developed
countries, who are already highly ICT literate and constantly on the move
(Brown, 2003). However, the value of mobile technology is believed to be even
higher for the developing world (Pimmer et al., 2014). Thus, another major user
group for mobile learning are people from the rural areas of the developing world
who have access to mobile phones (Brown, 2003).

Mobile learning has the potential to play a vital role in bridging the digital divide
(Oyelere et al., 2018) which refers to the gap in access and usage of digital
infrastructure (Shenglin et al., 2017). The digital divide has been present
especially in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), which includes some of the poorest
nations in the world (Gebremichael and Jackson, 2006). However, utilizing
mobile learning in delivering education to SSA is seen as an optimal solution
because mobile networks are widely spread in the area (Grimus et al., 2012).
Several previous studies also support utilizing mobile learning in Africa, for
example, Osakwe et al. (2019) state that mobile phones have a place for
education in Namibia and that “Namibia is mobile ready”, Oyelere et al. (2016)
conclude that Nigeria has the infrastructure to implement mobile learning, and
according to Grimus et al. (2012) mobile learning will benefit learning in Ghana,
because it increases access to learning materials.

In the developing world, mobile phones are commonly the only accessible
computational tool for additional knowledge (Pimmer et al., 2014). Mobile
phones are easier and cheaper to own than having individual internet access at
home (The World Bank, 2019). In addition to mobile devices’ affordability, their
portability makes them important tools of education in areas where basic ICT
infrastructure may be uncommon (Oyelere et al., 2018). Thus, mobile
technologies enable instructions and information to also be delivered to remote
areas of the developing world (Ally, 2009). In addition, access to mobile
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technologies empowers the poor to participate to the society and enables mobile
learning to reach the people who don’t have access to formal education settings
(Oyelere et al., 2018).

Even though mobile learning is seen as beneficial for the developing countries,
spreading mobile learning broader in Africa and other parts of the developing
world includes some challenges as well. For instance, most mobile learning
projects in SSA have not been sustainable after pilot phase because of lack of
resources to sustain the project for long-term (Grimus et al., 2012). In addition,
lack of infrastructure is a challenge for mobile learning in the developing world.
For example, in 2017 in Sub-Saharan Africa, 73 people out of 100 had mobile
cellular subscriptions but only 25% of the population had access to the Internet
(DataBank World Development Indicators). Additionally,  wireless mobile
devices require recharging every once in a while and the infrastructure in rural
areas might not support that well enough (Traxler and Kukulska-Hume, 2005).

2.1.3.Principles for designing mobile learning
When designing mobile learning materials, both the technical aspects and design
principles should be taken into account (Al-Hunaiyyan et al., 2018). Designing
mobile learning requires design considerations for the educational design of the
application as well as considerations for the interface, graphics and visual display
(Al-Hunaiyyan et al., 2018). There has been limited research attempting to
define design guidelines for mobile learning (Teall et al., 2014). One factor that
has slowed down the progress has been the debate on what is the focus of mobile
learning (Teall et al., 2014). However, it has been noted that a simple user
interface and good usability supports and motivates learners (Seraj and Wong,
2012).

One of the most important things in designing mobile learning is to analyze and
understand the user: who they are and what they want (Seong, 2006; Hujainah
et al., 2016). Factors such as age, languages used and level of familiarity with
mobile technologies should be defined (Seong, 2006). Furthermore, it is critical
to understand the user, because the level of skills and motivation of the learner
affect on the success of mobile learning (Seong, 2006).
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It has been presented that the limit for humans’ immediate memory is around
seven items (Miller, 1956), thus it is also important to try to reduce the short-
term memory load for mobile learners (Hujainah et al., 2016). Moreover, the
learner’s cognitive load can be decreased with well-implemented mobile learning
(Koole, 2009; Al-Hunaiyyan et al., 2018). For instance, it should be avoided to
have too much content in one page and rather show only the most relevant
information (Hujainah et al., 2016). In addition, the small screen size of mobile
devices also limits what information can be presented and how it should be
organized (Gong and Tarasewich, 2004; Hujainah et al., 2016). It should be
assured that only an amount of information that fits well on a small screen of a
mobile device is presented (Elias, 2011), as the small screen is one of the main
issues of mobile usability (Hujainah et al., 2016). Presenting information in
differing patterns or as chunks of information can help learners to retrieve and
retain information when needed (Koole, 2009).

Another important factor that the screen size affects and that needs to be
considered in mobile design is the consistency of the information (Seong, 2006).
Consistency needs to be taken into account both in designing clear action
sequences as well as in designing layout’s colors and label names (Hujainah et
al., 2016). Furthermore, designing a clear navigation system for the mobile
learning application is also important (Hujainah et al., 2016). For example, a
flat hierarchy structure should be preferred and horizontal scrolling avoided
(Hujainah et al., 2016). Additionally, due to the small screen size, unnecessary
inputting of text should be replaced with list selection (Seong, 2006).

Preventing errors is also crucial for good usability of mobile applications
(Hujainah et al., 2016). Errors can be avoided for example by preventing invalid
or incomplete inputs and by following the usual screen flow from top to bottom
and left to right (Hujainah et al., 2016). Error messages should preferably
indicate the problem precisely and suggest a solution for the situation, rather
than show only an error code (Seong, 2006).

Mobile learning should be used in authentic real world context, which allows
deeper understanding to be achieved (Herrington et al., 2009). Learners should
have some time to explore the technological features of the devices, which can
be done for example by sharing knowledge or completing introductory tasks
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(Herrington et al., 2009). If learner’s own mobile device is not being used, then
it needs to be taken into account that the learner will most probably require
some time to “play around” and  familiarize themselves with the device
(Herrington et al., 2009).

2.1.4.Assessing learner’s digital competence
Learners who have basic ICT skills are more likely to adopt mobile learning than
those who don’t have such skills (Callum and Jeffrey, 2013). This section
discusses what is meant by these skills and how can they be assessed.

Technology-related skills have been described with a variety of terms such as
digital skills, digital literacy, digital competence (Ilomäki et al., 2011; Iordache
et al., 2017), 21st century skills, ICT skills and Internet skills (Ilomäki et al.,
2011). Often in these concepts, the terms skills, competence and literacy are used
as synonyms (Iordache et al., 2017), although they are different in meaning
(Martin and Grudziecki, 2006). Digital competence consists of knowledge, skills
and attitudes (Martin and Grudziecki, 2006; Ferrari, 2013), whereas digital
literacy takes into account the embedded usage of digital competence in life
situations (Martin and Grudziecki, 2006). Digital skills are seen as the practical
outcomes (Iordache et al., 2017) whereas digital competence may also include
social and emotional aspect of using digital technologies (Ilomäki et al., 2011).
Digital competence is required when using ICT for example to perform tasks,
manage information, communicate and build knowledge (Ferrari, 2013).
Additionally, Van Deursen (2010) distinguishes four types of Internet skills:
operational skills, such as opening websites and using buttons, formal skills, as
the ability to navigate on the Internet without losing a sense of location,
information skills, such as select and evaluate information sources, and strategic
skills, as the ability to take advantage of the Internet to reach a goal.

Surveys and performance tests in controlled environments are basic methods for
measuring the level of Internet skills (Van Deursen et al., 2014). The most
common way to measure Internet skills is to use surveys which request self-
assessment of skills (Van Deursen et al., 2014). Another type of survey is to ask
questions about applications used and the use of Internet, for instance, individual
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is thought to have high level of skills if the applications used are perceived as
difficult to use (Van Deursen et al., 2014).

In a study to assess ICT competence of learners in South African schools, the
methods used were surveys, interviews and observations (Gudmundsdottir,
2010). In the survey the participants were shown for example a list of 14
computer related skills, such as “seek information from the internet”, and asked
to tick of the skills they already knew how to do (Gudmundsdottir, 2010). In
the study, classroom observations were used to get to know the teachers, learners
and computer culture, and interviews were used to verify the findings from the
observations (Gudmundsdottir, 2010).

2.2. Structures for creating assembly instructions
Instructions can be divided into three types: procedural instructions, principles
and examples (Eiriksdottir and Catrambone, 2011). Procedural information is
the most important type of information in instructions for use (Karreman et al.,
2005). Procedural instructions explain step-by-step how to complete a task by
describing system states and actions how to change the states (Eiriksdottir and
Catrambone, 2011). Furthermore, assembly instructions are one type of
procedural instructions.

Usually assembly instructions need to help the user to perform tasks easily
without necessarily having any intention of repeating the task in the future
(Eiriksdottir and Catrambone, 2011). Therefore, the pedagogical goal in creating
assembly instructions is to support the user to perform efficiently from the start
rather than assist in long-term learning (Eiriksdottir and Catrambone, 2011).
Furthermore, when designing assembly instructions, humans’ cognitive aspects
should also be considered and understood (Mattsson et al., 2016). A common
cognitive view on processing any information is centered on the idea that people
construct internal representations from information presented through external
representations (Watson et al., 2010).

Designing assembly instructions can be divided into two phases: planning and
presentation (Agrawala et al., 2003). The planning includes choosing a sequence
of assembly actions that is easy for the user to understand, and the presentation
is about displaying those actions clearly (Agrawala et al., 2003). Based on these
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two phases, Söderberg et al. (2014) continue further and describe a working
procedure for creating assembly instructions. The working procedure has six
steps:

1. Mapping of the assembly procedure
2. Planning of instruction structure
3. Creation of instruction layout
4. Creation of instruction pictures and text
5. Enhancement of pictures and text
6. Test the instructions and interview users

The first two steps (1-2) are part of the planning phase of designing assembly
instructions and the next three phases (3-5) are part of the presentation phase
(Söderberg et al., 2014). The fourth step “Creation of instruction pictures and
text” does not mention whether the pictures or the text should be created first.
However, Ganier (2002) suggests that to improve user’s comprehension for
procedural instructions, pictures should be designed first and texts second. This
would result in  better information processing and thus to more precise mental
representations of the future actions (Ganier, 2002).

According to Agrawala et al. (2003) there are two types of assembly diagrams:
structural and action diagrams. Agrawala et al. explain that in structural
diagrams all the parts are in their final positions and users must compare
consecutive diagrams to figure out where to attach which parts, whereas in
action diagrams the parts that are to be attached and the parts that are already
attached are shown separately. Additionally, action diagrams use guidelines in
indicating where the parts need to be attached (Agrawala et al., 2003). One
example of using structural diagrams is in the instructions of LEGOs (Agrawala
et al., 2003). As most of the parts are attached in the same way it is not that
important to show the attachment operations (Agrawala et al., 2003). On the
other hand, action diagrams are found to be better in assembling for example a
tv stand (Agrawala et al., 2003).

When creating assembly instructions, the instructive pictures should be designed
carefully as there are multiple factors that should be considered in the process.
First, one of the most important design principles for assembly instructions is
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that all the new parts added in each phase need to be visible (Agrawala et al.,
2003). In addition, at least some of the parts that have been attached earlier
should also be visible to give context to the new parts being added (Agrawala et
al., 2003). Secondly, repetition of elements can be used in multiple ways in
assembly instructions. The most common is to show different phases of the
assembly, where new parts are being added and previous ones repeated in the
image (Frixione and Lombardi, 2014). Another way to use repetition is to show
that there are multiple objects of the same type, for example four legs of a table
(Frixione and Lombardi, 2014). Furthermore, repetition can be used to indicate
alternative states of the same assembly, for example showing different options
on which way cupboard doors can be attached (Frixione and Lombardi, 2014).
Thirdly, a common element of instructive pictures are arrows, which are also
used in several ways in assembly instructions. For instance, arrows can be used
to point final positions of elements or to highlight a certain part of the picture
(Frixione and Lombardi, 2014). In addition, arrows can represent movement, for
example indicate which way to turn a screwdriver (Frixione and Lombardi,
2014).

Commonly, people are most used to using paper instructions (Blattgerste et al.,
2017). However, the development of technologies offers new possibilities for
instructing assembly tasks. One straightforward approach is videotaping a
manual assembly process (Funk et al., 2018). Furthermore, videotaping is used
for example in teaching assembly procedures to untrained workers (Funk et al.,
2018). Another field of new technologies for instructions is augmented reality
(AR). For instance, AR glasses can provide mobile assistive instructions in a
helpful manner (Blattgerste et al., 2017).

2.3. Remote communication in collaborative physical tasks
This section presents literature on collaborative physical tasks. In addition, the
importance of shared visual context, conversational grounding and remote
collaboration tools are reviewed.
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2.3.1.Collaborative physical tasks remotely
Collaborative physical tasks are tasks in which “two or more individuals work
together to perform actions on concrete objects in the three-dimensional world”
(Kraut et al., 2003). Fussell et al. (2000) use a similar term collaborative repair
tasks and describe it as tasks in which one or more work objects go through
changes in state as workers physically perform actions on them while a helper is
guiding them. Furthermore, situations where a worker is physically manipulating
objects and one or more other people – often experts – are guiding the tasks, are
also called mentoring of collaborative physical tasks (Kraut et al., 2003).

Although previous research suggests that collaborative physical tasks are
completed more efficiently with a physically co-present helper than with a
remote helper (Fussell et al., 2000), remote expertise can also be valuable
(Birnholtz et al., 2010). For example, remote expertise can be beneficial if time
or geographical distance prevents the experts from travelling to the work location
(Birnholtz et al., 2010). Remote collaboration has been made possible as
information and communication technologies (ICT) have evolved. Furthermore,
the relation of ICT and work has been studied traditionally on the field of
computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) (Nauwerck and Forssell, 2018).
Common technologies used in remote collaboration include for example email,
instant messaging, telephones, video conferencing,  screen sharing and shared
document spaces (Bjørn et al., 2014; Pejoska-Laajola et al., 2017). Nowadays,
the collaboration between remotely located experts and field workers principally
focuses on traditional communication channels, such as voice-only
communication or video-conferencing (Günther et al., 2018). Furthermore, there
is a large variety of tools which can be used for remote collaboration. For
example, Google Hangouts, Microsoft Teams, Skype and Zoom are well-known
video-conferencing tools.

Rapid development of communication and collaboration tools has made remote
collaborative physical tasks more feasible than ever (Johnson et al., 2015).
However, collaborative physical tasks are also problematic when performed
remotely (Otsuki et al., 2018). For instance, remote collaboration often includes
limited possibilities for perceiving nonverbal cues, such as gaze and gestures
(Otsuki et al., 2018). In addition, people are often limited to watching a video
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feed with no possibilities for interacting with the remote physical environment
(Gauglitz et al., 2014). To enhance remote collaboration, Pejoska-Laajola et al.
(2017) created a tool to support remote communication in informal learning in
physical work context such as maintenance work. The tool is an application
which allowed drawing on top of a video call, thus pointing through a shared
view. Pointing by drawing reduces misunderstandings and creates common
ground (see section 2.3.2. for common ground) quicker than only using a shared
view (Pejoska-Laajola et al., 2017).

According to Fussel et al. (2000) assisting a worker remotely in repairing a
complex equipment is mostly about helping the worker to identify where the
problems are and instructing them how to perform unfamiliar operations. When
guiding novices, it should also be noted that they need more specific instructions
than experts (Behnke et al., 2019). Furthermore, novice users should be
instructed not only how to perform a sequence of actions but also what tools
and materials to use for the actions (Behnke et al., 2019).

2.3.2.Conversational grounding and shared visual space
Conversational grounding  or grounding in communication is the process of
trying to reach a common ground – in which participants achieve mutual
understanding in a conversation (Traum and Allen, 1992; Fussell et al., 2000).
Furthermore, conversation participants try to establish that what has been said
has been understood, thus making it part of their common ground (Clark and
Brennan, 1991). In addition, grounding requires conversation participants to
understand what the other is attending to do and what level of comprehension
they have (Fussell et al., 2000). Conversations during collaborative physical
tasks often focus on identification of objects, descriptions of actions to be
performed and confirmations on successful actions (Kraut et al., 2003).
Therefore, building a common ground during collaborative physical tasks is also
essential.

One way to enhance conversational grounding is to share visual information, in
other words create a shared visual space (Kraut et al., 2003). Especially in
collaborative physical tasks, providing shared visual space is essential (Fussell et
al., 2000) as it affects the coordination of communication (Gergle, 2005).
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Furthermore, shared visual information supports communication because it helps
to provide awareness of the state of the task (Kraut et al., 2003; Gergle, 2005).
However, if objects can be easily described verbally, visual information is less
important (Birnholtz et al., 2010). For example, if there is only one red object,
it can be referred as “the red one” (Birnholtz et al., 2010). Visual information
shared concerning the participants can also affect conversational grounding.
Further, a person’s appearance and behavior effect on building the common
ground (Olson and Olson, 2000). For instance, facial expressions may reveal that
the other person did not understand, thus it leads to adjusting what the current
common ground is (Olson and Olson, 2000).

Jung (2017) introduces a term affective grounding to refer to the coordination of
affect in interaction. Furthermore, in the same manner as shared understanding
is built regarding informational content so should a common ground be built
regarding the emotional meaning of the conversation participants’ behavior
(Jung, 2017). Gao et al. (2017) studied affective grounding in instant messaging,
because it is one of the common ways to communicate remotely. People may not
be able to identify emotional intentions in messages even if they can successfully
ground informational content of a message (Gao et al., 2017). Further,
identifying the emotional intentions would help in understanding whether the
messages express for instance anger, anxiety or happiness (Gao et al., 2017). Gao
et al. also state that achieving affective grounding successfully is easier for same-
culture teams than it is for multicultural teams.
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3.  Methods and Data

In this chapter the research methods are described.

3.1. Research approach: Design Science
The research approach used in this study is Design Science, which is
fundamentally a problem solving paradigm (Hevner et al., 2004). Design Science
focuses on creating and evaluating artifacts, which are intended to solve
identified problems (Hevner et al., 2004). The artifacts can be constructs,
models, methods or instantiations (March and Smith, 1995; Hevner et al., 2004).
Furthermore, they can also be new properties of technical, social or informational
resources (Järvinen, 2007).

Peffers et al. (2007) define a Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM)
process model, which is presented in Figure 1. In the first phase, the research
problem is identified and the value of a solution is justified (Peffers et al., 2007).
Next, the objectives for a solution are defined by inferring from the problem
definition (Peffers et al., 2007). This may include for example describing how a
solution would be better than current ones or how a solution addresses a problem
which has not been previously studied (Peffers et al., 2007). In the third phase,
the artifact is created, which includes designing the functionality and then
developing the artifact (Peffers et al., 2007). In addition, according to Peffers et
al. (2007) theory can be used in moving from objectives to the actual artifact.
Next, the use of the artifact is demonstrated and evaluated. Demonstration can
be done for example by using the artifact in an experimentation or a case study
(Peffers et al., 2007). Furthermore, evaluation includes using appropriate metrics
to measure how well the artifact supports a solution to a problem (Peffers et al.,
2007)p. In the final phase, the research process and results are communicated to
other researchers (Peffers et al., 2007).

Even though the DSRM process model is presented in sequential order, according
to Peffers et al. (2007) it is not required nor expected that researchers would
always follow the order of the activities. Thus, there are multiple possibilities for
research entry points. For instance, a researcher could start with the third
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activity if there was an existing artifact that just had not been formally thought
through in a specific problem domain (Peffers et al., 2007).

In this thesis, Design Science is applied to gain knowledge on utilizing mobile
learning in remote performance support of installation activities. To achieve the
goal, an artifact was created. The artifact is a prototype for instructing an
installation of a Wi-Fi base station. The use of the artifact was demonstrated in
remote collaboration with the Fusion Grid pilot site in Oniipa, Namibia.

Figure 1. Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) process model
(Peffers et al., 2007)

3.2. Designing the artifact
An essential part of the research methods was the artifact – a prototype of mobile
installation instructions, which was used to test how well mobile learning could
support physical installation activities in the developing world. The study
followed the DSRM process model (Figure 1). The first phase, problem
identification, came from the Fusion Grid researchers, who had collaborated with
locals in the pilot site in Oniipa and conducted installation and maintenance
activities. The researchers had noticed a need for remote maintenance support,
and especially due to the outbreak of the coronavirus which stopped nearly all
international travel in the spring of 2020, the need for remote guidance grew
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bigger than ever. During the remote collaboration the researchers had realized
that installation instructions that were shared as a pdf contained several
practical issues. Thus, the identified problem was, how could installation
instructions be delivered, and installation tasks completed in the developing
countries when the experts must work remotely.

The initial idea of having installation instructions designed for a mobile device
also came from the Fusion Grid researchers. Furthermore, the second phase of
DSRM, define the objectives of a solution, started with this initial objective of
creating mobile installation instructions to solve the identified problem. The goal
was to create installation instructions that would be consumer friendly, in other
words so easy to use that in the future anyone – even a novice – could perform
the installation activities independently. Peffers et al. (2007) mention that in
this phase knowledge of current solutions can be used as a resource. Therefore,
it was decided to use benchmarking as a method in this study. In chapter 4
Nokia’s Kuha base station installation instructions are benchmarked. Even
though the Kuha instructions are not designed for a mobile device, they were
chosen to be benchmarked because of their corresponding purpose to the
installation activities in this thesis.

The artifact was created based on the third phase of the DSRM process model.
According to Peffers et al. (2007) moving from objectives to design requires
knowledge on theory that can be brought to bear in a solution. Therefore, the
artifacts were designed based on a literature review conducted on mobile learning
and assembly instructions (see chapter 2). The literature was mainly searched
on Google Scholar and ScienceDirect. First, keywords “mobile learning” and “m-
learning” were searched individually and then they were used in parallel with
words “developing world”, “developing countries”, “Africa”, “Sub-Saharan
Africa” and “design principles”. Literature on assembly instructions was
searched with keywords “assembly instructions” joined with words “creating”
and “designing”. In addition to the literature review, learnings from previous
experiences on remote installation activities were utilized.

The prototype created for this study is presented in detail in chapter 4. Shortly,
the prototype was installation instructions viewed as an e-book on a smartphone.
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The prototype was for installing a Wi-Fi base station and included phases such
as preparations, testing the system works and mounting components to a wall.

3.3. Testing of the artifact
Testing of the artifact was conducted by using the artifact in experimentation –
in which physical installation tasks were implemented at the Fusion Grid pilot
site in Oniipa, Namibia. Thus, the fourth phase of DSRM, demonstration, was
carried out as a remote usability test, which allows researchers and test users to
be in geographically separate places (Tullis et al., 2002).

During the experimentation, the research team consisted of the author of this
thesis and two Fusion Grid researchers. Part of the research team was in Espoo
and another part in Lappeenranta in Finland. The test user of the prototypes
was chosen to be the local Fusion Grid maintenance man in Oniipa. He is one
of the residents of the five houses included in the pilot and he has been
collaborating with the Fusion Grid researchers ever since the houses were
electrified. He had shown genuine interest in learning how to maintain the Fusion
Grid system locally and was thought to be the most suitable person for this
experiment. Furthermore, he had learned and showed some basic digital skills
during the previous collaboration. For example, with a smartphone he could use
WhatsApp and Skype for communicating and take photos and screenshots.

The idea of the experiment was that the maintenance man would follow mobile
installation instructions and perform the physical installation tasks at the pilot
site while the research team would help remotely to answer any questions and
solve problems that may arise. Because the installation instructions were created
as an e-book (see Chapter 4), the main focus of the usability testing was not
about the interface of the system, but rather finding out if the content of the
instructions was sufficient to guide a non-expert in the installation tasks.

3.4. Data Collection
The data in this study is collected from two separate remote installations events.
Both installations took place in the Fusion Grid Oniipa pilot, while researchers
were in Finland. The first remote installation was a Fusion Grid system update
and it occurred in March 2020, before this thesis work had begun. Thus, the
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author of this thesis was not part of the implementation of the installation in
March. The second remote installation occurred in June 2020, in which the
prototype created in this study was tested and a Wi-Fi base station installed in
Oniipa.

3.4.1.Documentation from first remote installation
The first remote installation was a Fusion Grid system update, in which the
inverter and batteries were replaced. All the data from the March installation
was received from the Fusion Grid researchers. The main data consisted of
documentation which included notes describing the course of events and video
recordings from Skype conversations that occurred during the remote
collaboration. The notes were written by the Fusion Grid researchers and they
were given in two documents: one was written during the installation day and
included a listing of the events, and the second one was written after the
installation and included more thorough insights. The second document also had
images describing the installation activities and researcher’s comments on things
that could have gone better. The video data was collected by screen recording
Skype video calls that the Fusion Grid researchers were having with the locals
in the pilot site during the installation activities.

In addition, another part of the data was four instructions documents that were
delivered to the locals before the installation activities were conducted. The four
documents were an installation manual for Freedom WON battery pack, an
installation manual for Easy Solar inverter, context specific installation
instructions written by a Fusion Grid researcher and a guide on how to place all
the system components in a cabinet. The purpose of having these documents as
part of the data for this study was to get an overall understanding of the remote
collaboration procedure.

3.4.2.WhatsApp messages from second remote installation
The second remote installation was performed to test the prototype created in
this study and to install a Wi-Fi base station to Oniipa. The Fusion Grid
research team already had a joint WhatsApp group with the local maintenance
man for performing maintenance work for the electricity system. Therefore, it
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was decided to utilize the existing group chat for communicating remotely during
this study.

The messages from the WhatsApp group chat were chosen to be part of the data
for this study, because narrative data may come in many forms and various
sources such as transcripts from interviews, open-ended questions in surveys or
observation notes (Taylor-Powell and Renner, 2003). Thus, the data was
collected from the group chat after the installation had been completed, and the
messages were copied to an external file for analysis.

3.5. Data Analysis
The data collected in this study is qualitative as it consists of notes, videos and
messages from a group chat. The qualitative data analysis was performed by
first getting to know the data, which means repeatedly going through it by re-
reading or re-listening the material (Taylor-Powell and Renner, 2003). Getting
to know the data in this study begun quite early as the data from the installation
in March was received at the beginning of this thesis project. According to Green
et al. (2007) immersion in the data early also makes the analysis more
manageable compared to having a large amount of data to process at the same
time. The immersion in data continued during and after the installation in June
in which the data collected were the WhatsApp messages sent during the
installation process.

Secondly, the data was coded, which is the process of examining information in
the data and applying descriptive labels to segments of the data (Green et al.,
2007). In this study, the coding was done by using ATLAS.ti program. The
coding process was iterative in the sense that as more codes were added, the
meanings of some of the codes were redefined. Consequently, previously coded
data was revisited and sometimes recoded. Next, the data was organized to
coherent categories, which purpose was to link the relevant codes together
(Green et al., 2007). For example, categories “experts” and “locals” were created
to separate the actions between the participants collaborating and category
“grounding” was made to gather all codes relating to creating a common ground.
Grouping the relevant codes together also helped in organizing the data further
and understanding it better. According to Taylor-Powell and Renner (2003) the
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final step for qualitative analysis is interpretation, which means explaining the
findings and attaching significance to the analysis. The results of the study are
presented in chapter 4 and the findings are analyzed in chapter 5.
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4.  Results

In this chapter the results of this study are presented.

4.1. Guidelines based on the literature review
To answer the first research question (RQ1: How should collaboration of remote
installation activities be organized?), a set of guidelines was formed based on the
literature review. These guidelines are later reviewed and complemented through
the empirical research of this study. Guidelines that came from the literature are
named “GL” and later, guidelines from the empirical part are named “GE”.
Guidelines GL1-GL5 focus on utilizing mobile learning in installation activities
and guidelines GL6-GL8 concern collaboration while guiding a task remotely.
The guidelines based on the literature review are:

GL1. Understand the user
Understand factors such as age, languages spoken, what the user wants (Seong,
2006; Hujainah et al., 2016) and what is their level of ICT skills (Callum and
Jeffrey, 2013).

GL2. Consider both technical and design aspects
Consider both technical and design aspects when designing mobile learning
materials (Al-Hunaiyyan et al., 2018). Take into account factors such as the
limitations of a small screen-size (Gong and Tarasewich, 2004; Elias, 2011;
Hujainah et al., 2016) and consistency in presenting information as well as in
design decisions such as colors (Seong, 2006; Hujainah et al., 2016).

GL3. Make sure user’s cognitive load is small enough
Make sure cognitive aspects are considered (Hujainah et al., 2016; Mattsson et
al., 2016), user’s cognitive load can be decreased with well-implemented mobile
learning (Koole, 2009; Al-Hunaiyyan et al., 2018). Avoid having too much
content in one page and show only the most relevant information (Hujainah et
al., 2016). Present information in differing patterns or as chunks of information
(Koole, 2009).
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GL4. Design procedural instructions carefully
Plan the instructions structure, layout, pictures and text, and test the
instructions (Söderberg et al., 2014). Design pictures first and text second
(Ganier 2002). Remember that all new parts need to be visible (Agrawala et al.,
2003). People are used to using paper instructions (Blattgerste et al., 2017),
however, consider other options such as videotaping instruction activities (Funk
et al., 2018) or utilizing AR (Blattgerste et al., 2017).

GL5. Give users time to “play around” with the device
Users should have some time to explore the technological features of the devices
(Herrington et al., 2009). Especially if users’ own mobile devices are not being
used, there should be time to “play around” and familiarize themselves with the
device (Herrington et al., 2009).

GL6. Enable shared visual space for reaching common ground
efficiently
Shared visual space is essential in collaborative physical tasks to reach common
ground efficiently (Fussell et al., 2000; Kraut et al., 2003; Gergle, 2005).

GL7. Common ground should not be reached only for informational
content but also for emotional intentions
Common ground should be built regarding the emotional meaning of the
conversation participants’ behavior (Jung, 2017). Identifying the emotional
intentions would help in understanding whether the messages express for
instance anger, anxiety or happiness (Gao et al., 2017). Affective grounding
successfully is easier for same-culture teams than it is for multicultural teams
(Gao et al., 2017).

GL8. Guide novices with more specific instructions than experts
Guide novices with more specific instructions than experts, for example do not
only instruct how to perform a sequence of actions but also what tools and
materials to use for the actions (Behnke et al., 2019).

4.2. Fusion Grid system update guided remotely
In March 2020, the electricity system in the Fusion Grid pilot site in Oniipa was
updated. The original plan was to have researchers travel to Namibia and
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perform the required activities for the system update. However, due to the
worldwide outbreak of the coronavirus, the original plan had to be discarded
unexpectedly. Consequently, new ways of working were created quickly, and the
researchers decided to try to perform the system update by remotely guiding
locals at the pilot site. After all, the team managed to successfully update the
electricity system, even though only collaborating remotely. The remote
installation and system update were carried out as a whole during three days.
Next, the experiences of the first day of remote installation are described, based
on the data received from the Fusion Grid research team.

4.2.1.Preparations for the system update
During the remote collaboration, there were two local electricians and a local
maintenance man at the pilot site carrying out the actual installation activities.
In addition, two members of the Fusion Grid research team were guiding the
process from a laboratory monitoring room in LUT University, Finland.
Additionally, a support person from Freedom Won was helping remotely from
Cape Town, South Africa.

Figure 2: Collaboration setting in monitoring room in LUT University
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Before the actual installation day, one of the Fusion Grid researchers had written
a step-by-step instruction for guiding the installation activities. Due to the
outbreak of the coronavirus and sudden travel restrictions, the researcher had
to write the instructions urgently in one day. Therefore, the instructions
contained text only as it was the fastest way to compile all the required
information. In total the step-by-step instructions were four pages long.
Furthermore, a part of the instructions is presented in Figure 3.

The instructions were divided to be completed by an electrician and a layperson.
The division was implicated after each step with symbols * for the layperson
and ** for the electrician. The instructions were presented step by step to
complete the system update gradually. The instructions were structured by
having three main steps which contained sub-steps in maximum of six levels.
Furthermore, the main steps were numbered from 1.-3. but the sub-steps varied
from letters (a, b, c, d…) to Roman numerals (i, ii, iii, iv…) to serial numbers (1.,
2., 3.…). In addition, some of the steps were presented in capital letters and/or
in bolded and underlined text.

Figure 3: Part of the step-by-step instructions written by Fusion Grid
researcher
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Additionally, three other documents were shared as pdfs with the locals to help
perform the required tasks. The three documents were an installation manual
for Freedom WON battery pack, an installation manual for Easy Solar inverter
and a guide on how to place all the system components in a cabinet. The locals
were asked to print the instructions on paper in advance so that they could be
used guiding the installation activities. However, it turned out that the
instructions were never printed, because of some issues with the printers.

4.2.2.Carrying out the system update
On the early morning of the installation day, one of the Finnish researchers
dropped an inverter, batteries and other components to the pilot site in Oniipa.
Luckily, he had been in Africa before the outbreak of the virus and was able to
visit the pilot site briefly before heading back to Finland. In addition to bringing
the components to the pilot site, he also left a phone and a PC for the local
maintenance man to use during the remote collaboration activities. The experts
and locals used Skype calls to collaborate remotely. Between each of the
installation steps, a Skype call was made from Oniipa to LUT University or vice
versa.

To begin the work of updating the electricity system, the maintenance man and
the electricians got familiar to the instructions for the system update.
Furthermore, they were reminded on what to do and in which order. According
to one of the researchers, at this stage everything seemed to be clear for the
locals.

The first task was to replace the inverter. Before that, the whole system had to
be switched off from the battery and inverter main switches. Therefore, from
this point forward connection was also off. Furthermore, the old inverter was
detached from the cabinet wall, battery was taken out from the cabinet and then
the new inverter was connected.

Next, the solar panels configuration was changed for the new inverter, but the
given instruction manual was misread or not read at all by the electricians. There
was supposed to be four three-panel strings connected in parallel, but for some
reason the electrician connected three four-panel strings in parallel. Despite the
fact the instructions stated that due to overvoltage limitation of the MPPT-
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inverter, the maximum number of panels was three, the mistake in connecting
the strings still happened. Nevertheless, the situation was fixed by explaining to
the electrician what went wrong and then he reconfigured the panels.

The next task was to place the batteries to the cage floor and connect them.
However, this is where another mistake happened as the electrician and
maintenance man tried to start the system while only battery connected –
something they should not have done. Even though the steps to be taken in this
phase had been revised via Skype and the electrician and maintenance man were
reminded to look at the installation manual for help, it was not enough to make
an impact on their actions. Luckily, no harm happened in the attempt to start
the system at the wrong time.

To prevent more mistakes, the researchers in LUT decided to guide the
installation activities regarding the battery with the help of images. Several
images were taken from a replica electricity system in LUT and then some
guidance with text and arrows was added on them before sharing them via skype
to the electricians. Examples of these instructional images are in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Instructional pictures created during the remote collaboration
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After some final few steps, such as connecting MPPT-inverter AC output to
utility box, the system was ready to be started again. Furthermore, after the
batteries were connected and MPPT-inverter main switch closed, the system
started again. Power delivery was successfully started in the evening and the
system was left operating self-sustained. All in all, the system update was
successful, and the pilot site had electricity back on after the first installation
day, even though there were some setbacks during the work.

4.2.3. Factors to consider in future remote installations
The researcher’s notes from the installation day also include deliberation for
future actions. The first thing that could be improved is regarding calls between
the people in the pilot site and the experts monitoring the activities remotely.
Even though there were Skype calls made between the steps of the installation,
the calls were not scheduled. Furthermore, a few times the researchers had to
take a call to Oniipa to check on how things were going, because they had not
heard any updates for a while. The longest break between calls was
approximately 1,5h. Thus, the notes suggest that scheduled check-ups could be
helpful in remote collaboration of installation activities.

On the contrary to some mistakes that happened during the installation day, it
also seemed for the researchers that the locals took more responsibility than
before. Perhaps, it had something to do with the fact that the Finnish researchers
where not at the pilot site taking the lead of the activities. Therefore, one factor
to consider in the future remote collaboration activities is how to balance guiding
the locals but still giving them enough responsibility on the activities.

4.2.4. Skype calls – video material
All in all, the data included five videos which were screen recordings from Skype
video calls between the locals at the pilot site and the experts in Finland. The
videos were snippets of the video calls the participants had during the
installation day. Hence, the video material did not include all the video calls but
some parts of them. Furthermore, the length of the five videos varied from 1
minute 42 seconds to 14 minutes 17 seconds.
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Figure 5: Screenshot from videocall during the remote collaboration

Two of the videos showed a conversation concerning finding the necessary cables
for the system update to be performed. The conversation participants were two
Fusion Grid researchers and the maintenance man. All the participants had their
individual cameras turned on thus their faces were shown in the video calls. The
main purpose of the two calls was to explain to the maintenance man what
equipment is needed and agree when and where it will be searched for.

To identify the right objects, the participants described them associated to when
or in which surrounding it had been used before. For example, at one point the
maintenance man said: “What I can recall right now, it’s only the battery box,
the one which came with plastic with cables. But the December box, I’m not sure
they are at the office.” During the conversation, the maintenance man also asked
for help as he said: “Cardboard box, what do you mean with cardboard box?”
When the researcher answered: “It’s the box that was for the inverter. So there
should be one for the battery and one for the inverter.”, and the maintenance
man stayed silent, the researchers remembered that they can send a picture of
the box to clarify which one is the right one. In addition, the researchers asked
the maintenance man to find the fillings for the boxes. Furthermore, they agreed
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that the maintenance man will go to the OTC office and after one and a half
hours the researchers will make a WhatsApp call to check on the situation.

The other three videos were taken during the actual installation activities. In
one of the three videos, the researchers had their camera on, and it showed two
of them sitting together in the monitoring room in LUT University to guide the
system update. Furthermore, in all the three videos the maintenance man used
his camera to show the state of the physical setting such as the installed
components. By showing the physical setting, the experts were able to remotely
comment on the situation. For example, one of the researchers spotted a certain
box from the video and said: “That box beneath the inverter, that is good also,
very good.” In addition, the shared view helped in identifying objects. For
instance, when the researcher asked to see the position of the PV box and the
locals weren’t sure what it was, the researcher first tried to described it as “the
smallest one, the white one”. However as that did not help enough, the
maintenance man begun to move his camera from one box to another and after
a few attempts, the researcher saw the PV box from the video and confirmed
which one it was.

When guiding how to connect the inverter AC output to the utility box inputs,
the maintenance man and the electrician were struggling to understand the
instructions. When the researchers told to choose three switches from the middle
and one from the right-hand side, the maintenance man understood the three
from the middle but thought that the other was the one component above. Then
the researchers said that “go to those two that are on the right, the left one of
those” and repeated “There are two switches on the right, the left one of those.”
Thereafter, the maintenance man first pointed to right but then pointed all the
way to the most left side of the whole assortment. Consequently, the researchers
realized that the locals did not understand so they decided to send instructions
as photos in which they marked the right parts.

During one of the video calls the researchers also heard that the electrician had
tried to turn on the battery, which was something that definitely should not
have been done yet. Furthermore, the researcher raised his voice and said: “No,
no, no! You shouldn’t! You should follow the instructions” Thus, it seemed that
the researchers were startled and became a bit frustrated as the right order of
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the activities was also mentioned in the instructions. In addition, the researchers
explained in the video call how to install four three-string panels – information
that was also in the instructions – and it seemed that the locals understood.
However, as mentioned in the section 4.2.2, the electrician eventually made a
mistake in the installation of the panels.

The maintenance man used a phone for the video calls and was holding the
phone in his hand. Consequently, the image which was shown to the researchers
through the call was quite narrow and the phone was shaking a bit all the time.
One time the researcher had to ask the maintenance man to back up so that he
could see a wider view of the physical setting of the components in the system.
All three video calls during the installation activities ended when the
maintenance man said what the locals will do next and that he will contact the
experts again after that. For instance, one call ended after the maintenance man
said: “Okay let’s remove this cover and then we’ll come back to you again.”

4.3. Benchmarking Kuha Instructions
In this section Kuha 4G/LTE Micro base station installation instructions are
benchmarked. The Kuha instructions were chosen because of their corresponding
purpose to the installation activities in this thesis – installing a Wi-Fi base
station.

The Kuha 4G/LTE Micro base station installation instructions were accessed as
a pdf file from the product’s website. The instructions seem consumer friendly
as they guide step by step in installing the base station. The instructions have
10 main steps that are numbered 1-10 and named for example “2 Install GPS
antenna”.  Some of the main steps are further divided into smaller steps. For
example, the main step “3 Connect Ethernet cable” has four smaller steps
numbered 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4. If the user has the possibility to choose from
different kinds of installation options, they are shown with letters such as 6A,
6B and 6C.

Before the step-by-step instructions begin, there is an overview of all the
installation steps and an overview of all the elements in the package.
Furthermore, there is a section presenting all the tools needed for the installation
and safety information to guide the installation activities.
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Figure 6: Example from the Kuha 4G/LTE Micro base station instructions

The instructions mainly consist of large pictures – each step of the instructions
has at least one picture. Some pictures are connected by an arrow to indicate
the order of the activities. Almost all the pictures are coined with short texts
explaining the activities. Furthermore, the texts complementing the pictures
consist only of one to two sentences. The instructions are mostly colored black,
white, grey and red. Red is used as a highlighting color in titles and in the
pictures to draw attention to specific elements, show direction of movement with
arrows and in warning signs to drag user’s attention.

The instructions also contain couple of ways to prevent errors. Some pictures
include tools that have a red cross on top of them indicating to the user that the
specific tool should not be used at this step of the installation. In addition,  the
instructions  contain several warning signs with a red exclamation mark and a
triangle to draw the users attention to some important information.

4.4. Prototype: installation instructions for Wi-Fi base
station

The prototype in this study was created for studying possibilities of utilizing
mobile learning as performance support remotely. The prototype instructs a user
in an installation of a Wi-Fi base station. In more detail, the Wi-Fi base station
used was EAP110-Outdoor wireless access point.
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4.4.1.Content of the prototype
The content of the prototype was created based on existing instructions for the
EAP110-Outdoor wireless access point, which were accessed as a pdf from the
product’s support website. The information was reorganized to better fit the
needs of this study. For example, before mounting the objects to a wall, it was
tested that all the elements work by connecting them together whereas in the
original instructions, the system was first mounted to a wall. The goal was to
make the instructions as simple as possible so that they only contain the absolute
most important information to perform the installation activities. However, at
the same time it was considered that they were not made for an expert user
rather a novice, so some details were added to make them more easily
understandable. All the pictures in the prototype are taken from the original
instructions. Two pages of the prototype are shown in Figure 7 and the entire
prototype is presented in Appendix B.

The instructions in the prototype are divided into three sections: preparations,
testing the system works and mounting to a wall. The goal of the preparations
phase is to familiarize the user with all the installation components and make
sure all the necessary tools and elements are found to perform the actual
installation activities. In addition, the preparation phase includes deciding a
location (one of the outer walls of a house) for the Wi-Fi base station. When all
the steps are completed from the preparation phase, the user should be ready to
move to the next phase “testing the system works”.

In the original EAP110 instructions the installation begins by mounting the
system to a wall. However, it was decided that in this study’s situation it would
be better to assemble the system and connect cables to make sure the system
works as wanted before using time and effort to attach the system to a wall.
Thus, the “testing the system works” phase includes steps to attach antennas
and connect the ethernet cables and power cable to the EAP and PoE adapter.
Furthermore, the system configuration is also performed at this stage. The third
and final phase in the prototype is “mounting to a wall” which means mounting
the EAP and PoE adapter to a wall. Mounting the EAP is required, but it is
optional to attach the PoE adapter, because it can also be kept on the floor.
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Figure 7: Screenshots of the installation instruction prototype

4.4.2.Technical solution of the prototype
From a technical perspective, creating the prototype had two major guiding
factors. First, it needed to be used on a smartphone and second, due to the
context of this study, it was essential to create a prototype that would not be
dependent on internet access. Thus, it was decided that the prototype must work
as an offline version after it has been downloaded to a phone. Furthermore, two
types of solutions were considered: progressive web applications and e-books
which can be viewed from EPUB files. Considering the developing country
context, it was decided to utilize the EPUB file format, because it is a bit older
technology and would more likely work in older phones as well.

The prototype was created by first making an HTML file, which was then
converted into an EPUB file by using a software called Calibre. Calibre is a
software which automatically converts files into EPUB files, which can then be
viewed as e-books. For this prototype, the EPUB file was also manually edited
to decide pagination for the installation instructions. It was done to make the
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instructions clearer and to decrease the cognitive load for the user.  Finally, the
EPUB file was opened with FBReader application, which displays EPUB files
as e-books. When the EPUB file is downloaded to a phone, it can be viewed
without internet access.

4.5. Experiment: installing Wi-Fi base station
The experiment was conducted to demonstrate the use of the artifact, which is
the prototype of installation instructions for a Wi-Fi base station. The idea of
the experiment was to test how well the created prototype supports the
installation activities of a Wi-Fi base station in a situation where all the experts
are working remotely and not at the pilot site. The goal of the experiment was
to install the Wi-Fi base station by using the mobile instructions and to test the
setup of remote collaboration. Furthermore, during the experiment the aim was
to find out what kind of problems and questions arise in the use of the mobile
installation instructions.

The experiment contained nine main tasks, which were used to evaluate the
performance of the test user and the quality of the installation instructions. The
main tasks were:

 Downloading FBReader
 Downloading installation instructions as an e-book
 Identifying elements from the package
 Connecting antennas
 Connecting cables (2 ethernet + 1 power cord)
 Checking that new Wi-Fi has appeared
 Choosing best wall for installation
 Mounting EAP to a wall
 Mounting PoE to a wall

Eventually the experiment occurred during a time period of three weeks. The
activities performed are presented day by day in Table 1. Approximately one
third of the time was spent for preparing to install the Wi-Fi base station
(downloading application and material and going through it), one third was used
to test that the system works and one third was used to mount the system to
walls. However, the installation activities were not urged forward every single
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Table 1. Installation activities day by day

11.6. Instructions given for downloading FBReader in the group chat
12.6. Maintenance man informs problem with downloading FBReader
13.6. FBReader download successful, instructions given for downloading installation

instructions material
14.6. (no contact)
15.6. Problem with downloading instructions material came up, problem solved later

the same day
16.6. Researcher contacts maintenance man and installation material seems clear for

him
17.6. Maintenance man informs that he has finished gathering all the required

elements for installation, research team suggests to start testing the system,
however system does not work as expected

18.6.-
21.6.

(holiday / midsummer in Finland, installation process not urged forward)

22.6. Maintenance man contacts research team + participants distracted by other
Fusion Grid maintenance work

23.6. Researcher contacts maintenance man, but installation does not proceed
24.6. Researcher contacts maintenance man, but installation does not proceed
25.6. Researcher contacts maintenance man and maintenance man informs that he is

available for the whole day. Day spent trouble shooting why new Wi-Fi has not
appeared

26.6. Maintenance man informs that the new Wi-Fi appeared and started working
27.6.-
28.6.

Maintenance man asks if the plastic EAP can be mounted in direct sunlight

29.6. Researcher contacts maintenance man who says he is about to mount EAP and
PoE

30.6.-
1.7.

(no contact)

2.7. Maintenance man informs that EAP and PoE are successfully mounted
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day. The maintenance man had his own business to take care of during the day
and he was participating when he had free time. In addition, most of the
technical support for the installation was provided by the two Fusion Grid
researchers who were sometimes occupied with other work. In the next sections
the course of events during the experiment is described.

4.5.1.Downloading FBReader and installation instructions
material

First, the local maintenance man was guided to download an application called
FBReader for viewing e-books on his phone. The instructions for downloading
the application were given as step-by-step instructions in a WhatsApp message
(Appendix A). The purpose was that clicking a single link would have been
enough to start the download of the application. However, the next day the
maintenance man informed that there was a problem with the download and
sent two screenshots showing the type of error messages he had got. The research
team then send two new links for the maintenance man to try the download
again from different sources. The next morning the maintenance man sent a new
message saying that the download of FBReader was successful. In addition, he
shared a screenshot to ask if the downloaded application was the correct one.
Based on the screenshot, the researchers could confirm that the downloaded
application was the FBReader.

The next step was to download the installation instructions material, which was
an EPUB file that would be viewed with the FBReader as an e-book. Similarly
to the application download, the instructions to download the e-book was also
shared as a WhatsApp message containing a link to download the material
(Appendix A). After not hearing any updates from the maintenance man, the
research team asked him about the situation and started to discuss the next
steps as well. The maintenance man informed that the download was not
working and shared a screenshot of the situation. Because the provided link for
downloading the e-book was not working for an unknown reason, it was decided
to utilize FBReader’s Network Library feature. It means setting up Fusion Grid’s
own e-book catalogue for the FBReader. Furthermore, step by step instructions
were created to guide the maintenance man in the process. Each phase was
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demonstrated with a picture, in which the next step was marked. At this point
the maintenance man seemed confused and he stated that “I think I am far
behind with what is expected for me with this. I am lost totally just from the
beginning I got stuck.” Consequently, the researchers helped to set up the e-book
catalogue one step at a time, between each step the maintenance man sent a
screenshot to confirm he was doing the correct actions. The steps were also
demonstrated on a video, but it was left unknown if the maintenance man
utilized the video or not. After all, the maintenance man successfully got the
catalogue set up and got the access to the e-book, which contained the
installation instructions for the Wi-Fi base station.

4.5.2.Preparing the installation process
After the e-book was successfully downloaded and opened, it was agreed that
the maintenance man would go through the material to get an overall idea of
the installation activities and reach out for assistance anytime during the
process. The maintenance man also informed that he would get started with the
work by the next day. However, as there had been no updates from the
maintenance man in the evening of the next day, the researchers contacted him
asking if he had had time to go through the instructions and if there were any
questions regarding them. At first the maintenance man replied that he had not
gone through the instructions yet as promised, but a few hours later he informed
that he had read the instructions. At this stage everything in the instructions
seemed clear for the maintenance man as he said: “I went through the
instructions and it seems easy to start the process by tomorrow morning”.

The next morning the maintenance man reached out by WhatsApp to inform
that he had completed gathering all the required equipment. He also sent a
picture showing all the elements that he had identified and put on a table (Figure
8). This was the first step in the preparation phase and the idea was to make
sure that the installation is not started before all the required equipment is
found. Thus, the maintenance man had completed identifying the elements
without problems. However, there was a mistake in the instructions stating that
one ethernet cable is needed even though it was supposed to be two ethernet
cables. This was informed through the WhatsApp group and the second cable
was also gathered. In addition, there were some discussions on the researcher’s
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side whether there should be an additional power adapter, but it was realized
that it is not needed.

Figure 8: Picture the maintenance man sent after gathering the elements

4.5.3.Testing the system works
Testing the system works was the second main phase in the installation
instructions and the purpose was to make sure that the system would be running
before any efforts were put into attaching it to a wall. Because the instructions
did not have a step for connecting the second ethernet cable, the use of the
cables was also explained in the WhatsApp group. The maintenance man seemed
to understand what cables needed to be connected and where. However, he asked
which PLC modem should be used (H#3 or H#4, which were specific names for
the houses in the Fusion Grid pilot). In addition, the maintenance man asked
for confirmation on should he already put the power cord on. Shortly after these
questions were answered, the maintenance man informed that antennas and
cables were connected and that the PoE shows green light.

At this point, it was expected that a new Wi-Fi network would be visible.
However, no new Wi-Fi network had appeared when the maintenance man
checked the available networks on his phone. He also shared a screenshot of the
available networks to the researchers and a picture of the PoE adapter in which
the cables were connected. The first solution the researchers came up with was
to re-check if all cables were properly connected, but it was not enough to make
the system work. When asked if the LAN port is connected to PLC modem and
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PoE to new Wi-Fi access point the maintenance man confirmed that the cables
were connected correctly.

While trouble shooting why the new Wi-Fi network was not visible, the
researchers found out from a picture that an ethernet led in the PLC modem
was not green, indicating that the ethernet connection was not on and there was
no power in the new Wi-Fi access point. After this the maintenance man came
up with a solution idea suggesting that he changes the ethernet cable to a new
one. Additionally, the researchers suggested to try to connect a laptop with the
ethernet cable to the PLC modem to see if the internet connection is established
and the led lighted.

Figure 9: Picture maintenance man sent to show that PoE has green led

The next morning the maintenance man informed that he had connected the
laptop to the PLC modem, and afterwards the ethernet led had turned green.
Furthermore, five minutes later, the maintenance man informed that the system
had started working, the new Wi-Fi network was available, and he had even
already connected his phone to the new network. When the maintenance man
was asked if he had done something differently or had he realized what was the
issue earlier, he answered “I really don't do anything apart from just cable to
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another port but this morning I connected the PC first and later just play
switching of cables from one port to another suddenly I saw ethernet led on the
PLC”. Thus, it was left unclear what was the factor that eventually made the
system work and the new Wi-Fi to be available.

4.5.4.Mounting the system to a wall
After the new Wi-Fi network had appeared the maintenance man asked what
should be done next. The researchers told him that now is the time to look for
the most suitable wall for the EAP to be attached outdoor. Additionally, they
told him to keep in mind that ethernet cable needs to reach from outside to
inside, and that it would be good if the antennas are set to be higher than the
roof to maximize the coverage of the network.

A few days later the maintenance man had identified the best place for the
mounting, but he wanted to make sure that is it okay to expose the system to
sun since it is made from plastic. Furthermore, another few days later the
maintenance man shared pictures of the EAP and PoE adapter which were
mounted to walls. Thus, the installation of the Wi-Fi base station was
successfully completed.

Figure 10: EAP and PoE adapter mounted in Oniipa
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4.5.5.Collaboration via WhatsApp
The group chat was actively used during the testing of the artifact to support
the installation activities. The group chat was mostly used for additional guiding,
trouble shooting, and general communication on the situation and schedule of
the installation activities.

The conversations included 308 textual messages, in which 34 were related to
other maintenance work for the electricity system and therefore they were not
significant for the installation of the Wi-Fi base station. In addition, the
conversations in the group chat contained 36 pictures and 1 video. Two types of
pictures were shared during the remote collaboration: screenshots from mobile
phones and pictures which were taken from the physical settings. Especially
during the downloading of FBReader application and the instructions material,
screenshots from both the maintenance man’s phone and the researcher’s phone
where shared. The maintenance man sent screenshots to present error messages,
successful downloads, currently available Wi-Fi networks and the current view
he had on his phone. In turn, the researchers sent screenshots to present the
correct actions and guide the maintenance man. In addition to screenshots, the
maintenance man often sent pictures from the physical setting, to share the
current situation of the installation. The only video sent during the collaboration
was made by the researchers and it showed step by step how to set up the
installation instruction material into FBReader.

All in all, the communication through WhatsApp was efficient and an easy way
to reach the other participant. Nearly every time the participants opened the
discussion (for example in the morning of a new day), the other answered to the
message in under five minutes. Few times answering had a bigger delay and once
the maintenance man did not answer at all. However, overall instant messaging
worked quite instantly during the collaboration. Additionally, the
communication was friendly and polite on both sides. Furthermore, some emojis
were used in the messages to express happiness, celebrating and confusion. In
addition, the researchers often encouraged and thanked the maintenance man
during the process, for example by saying: “Thank you for your effort and
patience! We are all happy that the eBook reader and the reading material is
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now available there on your phone!” In turn, the maintenance man often thanked
for the help he had received.
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5.  Analysis

In this chapter, the results are analyzed. Furthermore, guidelines which emerged
from the findings are presented and marked with code “GE”.

5.1.  Assessing performance of the defined installation
procedure

In this section, the performance of the defined installation procedure – installing
a Wi-Fi base station by using mobile instructions and remote guidance through
WhatsApp – is analyzed based on the results from the experiment. This section
aims to answer to the second research question (RQ2: How does the defined
remote installation procedure perform?).

5.1.1.Performance of mobile installation instructions
Regarding the content of the mobile instructions, the results indicate that the
quality of the instructions was overall good. Firstly, after the maintenance man
had received the instructions material and familiarized himself with it, he did
not have any questions related to the content when he was asked about it.
Rather, the maintenance man stated that it seemed easy to start the installation
process now that he had went through the instruction material. Secondly, there
were some activities from the step-by-step instructions that the maintenance
man completed without any additional guiding. He identified and gathered all
the elements, connected two antennas and twisted them to 45 degree angles, and
he mounted the EAP and PoE adapter to walls (the location of the mounting
was guided but the actual attaching was done individually by the maintenance
man). Consequently, to complete these activities on his own, the maintenance
man has had to look at and understand the instructions. Hence, the content of
the mobile installation instructions had to be quite clear and easy to interpret.

Furthermore, the biggest problem (not getting the system to work for new Wi-
Fi to appear) during the installation, was not directly related to the quality of
the instructions. Based on the results, the maintenance man could not identify
a certain reason for the system to begin working successfully. There is a slight
possibility that the maintenance man had first connected the cables in the wrong
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order, which could indicate the need for better instructions. However, as the
order of the cables was instructed also in the group chat and confirmed by the
maintenance man, it seems more likely that the technical problem was not
caused by the instructions.

However, the results also show that the content of the mobile instructions
contained one mistake. The instructions did not have a mention of a second
ethernet cable, which was needed for the system to work. The second ethernet
cable was in one of the instructions’ images, but it was not mentioned in the
beginning in the summary of all the elements nor was it included in the step-by-
step instructions in connecting cables. Furthermore, the second ethernet cable
was not mentioned even in the original instructions for the EAP110-Outdoor
wireless access point which was used to create the mobile instructions.
Fortunately, the mistake was noticed by the researchers immediately when all
the elements were gathered and the need of a second ethernet cable was
explained to the maintenance man in the group chat. Furthermore, the mistake
decreases the quality of the instructions’ content, but no significant harm was
caused by it. All in all, the instructions had a good quality and they were a part
of making the installation of the Wi-Fi base station successful.

The technical platform chosen for the mobile installation instructions was
FBReader, an application which makes it possible for the user to open and read
e-books. The results show that the installation of the application and the delivery
of the instructions material both took more effort than thought, but the issues
were not directly related to the instructions provided as a WhatsApp message.
Rather, in both phases some unexpected technical issues had to be resolved.
Furthermore, the problems were that the provided links to download the
application and the instructions material did not work on the maintenance man’s
phone even though they had worked when testing on the researchers’ phones.
Therefore, a new link was provided to download FBReader and an alternative
way to get the instruction material was provided. Both issues would have been
quite difficult to anticipate, but perhaps the instructions message could have
included few alternative ways to download the application and the material.
After that, there were no issues related to the technicalities of the platform.
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Furthermore, as soon as the maintenance man succeeded in the downloads, he
announced that all 16 pages were visible. At that moment, no guidance had been
given on how to use the new application. Therefore, it seemed that the FBReader
application was quite intuitive and easy to use for browsing e-books even though
it was the first time the maintenance man used the new application. Thus,
regarding the technical platform for the mobile instructions, the most difficult
and uncertain phase was undoubtedly downloading the application and the
instruction material to the maintenance man’s phone.

All in all, the results from the experiment of installing the Wi-Fi base station
indicate that the overall performance of the mobile installation instructions was
good. Both the content and the technical platform of the instructions supported
the installation process, even though few things could have gone better.

GE1. Test the instructions
Testing the instructions before the actual use can help enhance the quality and
avoid unnecessary errors.

GE2. Present information simply and straightforwardly
Make sure the structure of the instructions is clear. Utilize pictures and try to
avoid using excessively long texts.

GE3. Consider an easy way to deliver/download the instructions
In addition to focusing on the content of the instructions, strive for an easy way
to put them to use, that is delivering instructions to the user.

5.1.2.Performance of technical platform in collaboration
The technical platform used for collaboration in the experiment was WhatsApp,
an application for instant messaging. Based on the results a group chat in
WhatsApp is a sufficient way to collaborate remotely and succeed in guiding
locals in physical installation activities. By having a group chat, multiple
researchers were able to guide the maintenance man in the installation and all
the participants were up to date of the current situation all the time.
Additionally, the maintenance man already knew how to use WhatsApp
beforehand, so no efforts were needed to guide how to use the instant messaging
application. WhatsApp seemed to be an easy and a fast way to communicate for
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all the participants, since every now and then the discussion was very active,
and responses were sent quickly. On the other hand, a few times the
communication was slower which led to situations that the installation activities
were stuck for an unnecessarily long period of time.

WhatsApp’s features supported the remote collaboration well. For instance, it
was very useful in the sense that it allowed sending images and videos. The
results of the study distinctly show that sharing images during the remote
collaboration was crucial for the success of the installation activities.
Furthermore, the maintenance man sent several images of the physical setting
and screenshots from his phone, which helped the researchers to understand the
current situation and troubleshoot the problem. On the contrary, the researchers
also sent several images for the maintenance man, especially when guiding the
download of the FBReader application and material, which most likely would
have been very difficult to do without the images.

Additionally, WhatsApp suited for the context of the developing countries,
where for example the internet connection is often more unstable than elsewhere.
For instance, the risk of lagging with the quality of image, sound or video is not
that crucial, whereas in videocalls it may disrupt the communication completely.

5.1.3. Factors that made the installation process successful
The goal of the installation process was to install a Wi-Fi base station to the
Fusion Grid pilot site in Oniipa. Furthermore, as that goal was achieved, this
section discusses what factors made the installation process successful.

First and foremost, the participants of the installation process were crucial for
the successful outcome. It was in the best interest of all the participants that
the installation could be completed and therefore, the participants were
motivated enough to make sure the installation was finished. In addition, the
Fusion Grid researchers and the maintenance man had earlier met in person in
Namibia and they had also worked together previously for the remote updating
of the electricity system. Thus, the participants were not strangers to each other,
rather they had reached shared trust in the relationship.
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Trust between the participants came apparent for example because the
researchers trusted that the maintenance man would have the capabilities to
perform the physical installation activities on his own, even though he had never
done the same tasks before. In turn, it seemed that the maintenance man really
trusted the Fusion Grid researchers, as he continually reached out to them for
advice. Corresponding results for the importance of trust in geographically
distributed teams have also been presented by Khan (2012). According to Khan
(2012), trust is the essence for remotely working teams to function, and the need
to build trust is much greater than in collocating teams.

In addition, the tone of communication between the participants was friendly
and polite. Further, the researchers encouraged the maintenance man and
expressed their gratitude towards the efforts he had done – important actions in
remotely working teams also recognized by Khan (2012). In addition, the results
show that even though the collaboration participants were not working
simultaneously through a video call or a phone call, they were in fact often
working at the same time. Furthermore, most of the times the messages sent
were answered instantly, which made the guiding and problem solving process
quite efficient.

GE4. Build trust between the collaboration participants
Aim for building trust between the participants to work efficiently. Encourage
others and communicate politely.

Other factors that made the installation process successful were the installation
instructions and the chosen collaboration tool. The performance of the mobile
installation instructions was analyzed in section 5.1.1 and the choice of the
technical platform for communication was analyzed in section 5.1.2.
Furthermore, another factor that made the installation process successful was
that the guidelines that arose from the literature review were utilized during the
planning and execution of the installation process.

First of all, when designing the mobile instructions, guidelines GL1-GL4 were
utilized. The author of this thesis tried to understand the context and the user
(GL1) to the best of her capabilities to create well-functioning mobile
instructions. Both technical and design aspects were considered (GL2) and the
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structure and presentation of the instruction content was implemented to avoid
unnecessary cognitive overload for the user (GL3). Although the procedural
instructions were not created from scratch in this thesis, they were designed
carefully (GL4). However, the instructions were not tested beforehand according
to the suggestion from Söderberg et al. (2014), which should have been done to
avoid the mistake in the content.

Furthermore, during the remote collaboration of the installation activities,
guidelines GL5-GL8 were utilized. The mobile phone that the maintenance man
used was familiar to him and therefore he did not need time to get to know to
the technical device. However, GL5 was utilized in the sense that the
maintenance man was given time to “play around” with the new application and
the installation instructions before starting the physical activities of the
installation. Shared visual space was enabled through pictures via WhatsApp to
reach common ground efficiently (GL6). Affective grounding was pursued
(GL7) and based on the results at least the researchers were quite well able to
recognize whether the maintenance man was feeling frustrated or motivated.
Compared to the researchers, the maintenance man was a novice in performing
installation tasks and thus, he was being instructed with details and multiple
explanations when needed (GL8).

5.1.4. Factors that slowed down the installation process
Even though the installation was completed successfully, the results indicate
that there were also factors that seemed to slow down the installation process.
These factors were related to the collaboration practices, participants’ personal
lives, unexpected technical problems and the technical competence level of the
local.

First and foremost, there was no agreement of a common deadline to finish the
installation process. Rather, it was expected that it is finished as soon as possible,
since both researchers and locals would benefit if the Wi-Fi base station would
be installed. Furthermore, it was expected that both the researchers and the
maintenance man would work on the installation whenever they can. However,
the maintenance man had his own personal work to do so he was not available
all the time, rather he was participating on his free time, which varied from
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mornings to late evenings. In addition, the Fusion Grid researchers were also
sometimes occupied with other work and were not always able to prioritize the
installation over other work.

Additionally, a few times the Fusion Grid electricity system in Oniipa needed
maintaining and as the same participants were responsible for that, it always
put the experiment on hold. In addition to not having a clear deadline to finish
the installation, there were no scheduled sessions to work on the installation
together. Thus, the timetables of the participants did not always match, but
most of the times collaboration worked. Couple of times the researchers
contacted the maintenance man to push the installation process forward, but
nothing happened in a few days. Thus, more frequent checkups on the current
situation could have helped in urging the process forward faster. Additionally, if
there would have been more clarity on what was happening each day or in other
words more scheduling the whole process might have been smoother.

Another major factor slowing down the installation process was an unexpected
problem with getting the system to work – making the new Wi-Fi visible and
available. Troubleshooting could have been a bit easier if the researchers had a
replica of the base station with them, because they had to use time to either
search answers from the internet or ask the maintenance man to check details
of the physical system.

As the installation process was completed collaborating remotely, the experiment
was very dependent on the actions done by the maintenance man. Often he
seemed motivated to take care of the installation but a few times the installation
didn’t proceed even though the researchers tried to contact the maintenance
man.

GE5. Agree on a schedule and have regular check-ups
Agree on a schedule for the installation, that is a common goal how long the
process will last until it is finished. Have regular check-ups on the situation of
the tasks.
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5.2. Organizing remote collaboration for installation
activities

This section aims to answer to the first research question (RQ1: How should
collaboration of remote installation activities be organized?).

5.2.1. Shared visual space in guiding installation activities
remotely

In this section, the effect of shared visual space in guiding installation activities
remotely is analyzed. The topic is approached by examining remote
communication during collaborative physical tasks from two point of views:
instant messaging and video calls. Overall, the results of the study indicate that
shared visual space is crucial for creating a common ground, in other words
shared understanding of the current situation, during remote guidance of
installation tasks.

5.2.1.1. Instant messaging
In the experiment of installing a Wi-Fi base station, an instant messaging
application, WhatsApp, was used for all communication and remote guidance.
WhatsApp enables sharing visual material in the forms of images and videos.
Based on the results of the study, creating shared visual space by sending visual
material during the remote guidance made communicating easier and was pivotal
for the successful outcome of the installation.

First, screenshots played an important role in getting the installation
instructions to the maintenance man’s phone. By screenshotting the right
activities, the researchers were able to successfully guide the maintenance man
step by step. Furthermore, the maintenance man also sent screenshots of the
recent actions he had done on the phone, which always helped the researchers
to guide following actions as they knew for certain the phase the maintenance
man was in.

Secondly, the pictures sent of the installation setting made it easier for the
researchers to understand what was going on at each moment. Additionally, it
often seemed that sending pictures (for example of cables plugged in) was easier
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and faster for the maintenance man than to explain verbally what had been
done. Furthermore, he was sending pictures after nearly every installation
activity he had completed and without the researchers asking for them. Although
in most cases the maintenance man could have explained the current situation
in a textual message as well, the pictures helped the researchers in
troubleshooting the problems. For instance, when the cables were all plugged
but the system did not work, the researchers realized from one of the pictures
that a certain green led was not lit up. Consequently, it led to the realization
where the problem was. Thus, without the shared visual space the problem might
not have come up or it would have taken significantly longer to locate the issue.

5.2.1.2.Video calls
Video calls enable creating a shared visual space which all participants can see
at the same time and have a conversation simultaneously. The results of this
study suggest that shared visual space through video calls is beneficial in remote
guidance, but it is not necessarily sufficient alone.

In similar manner to creating shared visual space through instant messaging,
also in video calls it helped the researchers to easily see what activities had been
completed. Furthermore, due to the visual information the researchers were able
to confirm that previous actions were completed correctly. In addition, shared
visual space through video calls affects the participants’ communication and
their way of verbally creating a common ground. For instance, instead of only
naming objects they are shown on camera “this one?”. Thus, the video
connection also helps in identifying objects. For example, when the researcher
asked to see the PV box and the locals did not immediately know which one it
is, first the researcher described it as “the smallest one”. Furthermore, as that
did not help, the object was identified by the locals after they showed each object
to the camera and the researcher pinpointed which was the PV box. Hence,
shared visual space helped in the guidance activities.

However, even though video connection created a shared visual space, it was not
always enough for the researchers to make their guidance understood by the
locals. It seemed that one problem was the locals’ level of English. Additionally,
the video data of this study indicates that the problem was that although the
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researchers were able to see the visual space they were not able to interact
straightly with the physical environment. Moreover, they had little control of
what was shown to them and pinpointing objects from the video was sometimes
difficult. Consequently, since the researchers were not able to explain through
the video call some of the instructions, they decided to take pictures of the
replica system and add arrows and figures for guidance. For example, they took
pictures of the AC outputs and utility box and then send them to the locals
performing the installation activities. Thus, the shared visual space in the video
call was complemented – or replaced – by creating a shared visual space with
instructive pictures.

Another problem, based on the video data of this study, was that the shared
visual space was limited and moving quite a lot with the local as the video was
from a mobile phone. Consequently, the researchers needed to ask the local to
back up to see a wider view of the physical system. Thus, it could be better if
the entire system was visible in the video at the same time. Furthermore, a
camera could be set on to a stable ground so it would not be shaking
continuously.

GE6. Enable shared visual space
In both ways of communicating – instant messaging and video-conferencing –
creating shared visual space helps in creating a common ground and thus,
successfully complete the installations.

GE7. Utilize pictures in collaborative installations
Pictures are a valuable tool in collaborative installation activities. Pictures can
be used as instructions, to report issues, to solve issues and to confirm successful
actions. One might even say that a picture is worth a thousand words.

5.2.2.Tools and materials required for remote installations
This section discusses what tools and materials are needed to be able to
successfully complete installation activities in remote collaboration. However, as
the actual installable system may vary, the tools and materials that are context
specific to the physical installable system are excluded from the analysis. This
section aims to answer to the sub-question RQ1.1: What tools and materials are
needed in remote installation?
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The literature review emphasized that the evolution of ICT has made remote
collaboration possible and in the recent years more feasible than before (Johnson
et al., 2015). Furthermore, there is a great variety of tools that can be used in
remote collaboration: email, instant messaging, telephones, video conferencing,
screen sharing and shared document spaces (Bjørn et al., 2014; Pejoska-Laajola
et al., 2017). Based on the results of this thesis at least instant messaging and
video conferencing via mobile phones are suitable tools for remote collaboration
in installation activities. The data in this study was collected from two separate
remote collaborations: updating an electricity system and installing a Wi-Fi base
station. Even though both installations were conducted in the Fusion Grid
project, the collaborating tools differentiated from each other. The system
update was carried out communicating through Skype video calls, whereas in
the installation of the Wi-Fi base station, communication was conducted in a
WhatsApp group chat by instant messaging.

Because both installations were eventually successfully completed, choosing one
collaboration tool as better than the other is challenging, and perhaps
unnecessary after all. The tools for collaborating remotely should be chosen to
best match the requirements and complexity of the installation task at hand. As
the system update was more complex to perform and more critical to complete
in a certain time frame, both the locals and the Fusion Grid researchers were
working intensively focusing only on it for a few days. Thus, the results suggest
that complex and perhaps dangerous activities need more simultaneous guidance
with the physical installation activities, and video calls are a feasible way to
achieve that. In turn, the results show that installation activities can also be
guided by instant messaging, but then the tasks should perhaps be simpler.
Furthermore, the participants worked for the installation of the Wi-Fi base
station through instant messaging and more infrequently. Moreover, it took in
total three weeks to complete the installation, even though it was a simpler task
overall.

The required material for remote installation is the instructions material that is
given to the worker conducting the physical installation tasks. The literature
review revealed that efforts should be directed towards understanding the
capabilities of the user (Seong, 2006; Callum and Jeffrey, 2013; Hujainah et al.,
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2016), considering both technical and design aspects (Al-Hunaiyyan et al., 2018),
decreasing the cognitive load for the user (Koole, 2009; Al-Hunaiyyan et al.,
2018) and planning the instructions structure, layout, pictures and text carefully
(Söderberg et al., 2014). Regarding the format of the instructions, the results of
this study show that mobile instructions work well in practice when they are
designed based on the findings from the literature (see section 5.1.1.) Even
though using the printable pdf instructions happened to have issues in this case,
it cannot be generalized that they could never work in remote collaboration of
installation activities. However, delivering instructions to the distant areas of
the developing world in the form of mobile learning removes an additional step
to print the instructions. Therefore, if setting up the mobile instructions to a
phone is simple enough, mobile instructions can be an easier way to deliver
instructions remotely and conserve the instructions compared to traditional
paper instructions.

Correspondingly to the findings from the literature, the results of this study
indicate that creating a clear structure for the installation instructions is
essential. For example, in the system update, the instructions were specific and
in theory the system update could have been completed by following the steps.
However, the structure of the instructions was quite complex since it had six
different levels of sub-steps. Furthermore, the main steps were numbered from
1.-3. but the sub-steps varied from letters (a, b, c, d,…) to Roman numerals (i,
ii, iii, iv,…) to serial numbers (1., 2., 3.,…). Therefore, it is difficult to perceive
which phase is happening and when. Compared to the Kuha instructions
benchmarked in chapter 4.3, the Kuha instructions use serial numbers to indicate
the order of the activities and letters to indicate options. In addition, as the
system update instructions consist of text only, they are somewhat exhausting
to perceive. Therefore, adding instructive images could be an efficient way to
increase the usability of the instructions.

GE8. Choose platform for remote collaboration based on the project’s
nature
Both video calls and instant messaging work for remote installations. Choose the
collaboration platform based on the nature of the project, consider factors such
as the intensity of the schedule and the complexity of the installation tasks.
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GE9. Design installation instructions carefully
Aim for a clear structure for the instructions and avoid text only instructions.
Consider options for traditional paper instructions.

5.2.3. Structuring collaboration for remote installations
According to the literature review, remote guiding is mostly about helping the
worker to identify where the problems are and instructing how to perform
unfamiliar operations (Fussell et al., 2000). Furthermore, conversations during
collaborative physical tasks often focus on identification of objects, descriptions
of actions to be performed and confirmations on successful actions (Kraut et al.,
2003). Moreover, the results of this study are in accordance with these findings
from the literature. In addition, there were several factors emerging from the
results that should be considered when deciding the collaboration structure for
remote installations. See the previous section for discussion on the required tools
and materials.

First, the amount of participants affect the collaboration structure. For instance,
the system update required also work from electricians at the pilot site whereas
the installation of the Wi-Fi base station was completed only by the maintenance
man. During the system update, the electrician did not directly communicate to
the Fusion Grid researchers. Furthermore, the maintenance man was taking care
of the communicating and he was also translating English to the electrician.
Although it may be clearer for the participants that one person is in charge of
communicating, it might have affected that some of the mistakes happened
during the installation. For example, the electrician connected a wrong number
of panel strings even though the process was explained in the instructions and
repeated orally during a video call.

Furthermore, it would be important to ensure that the collaboration is
structured in a way which ensures that the local workers have read through and
understood the instructions. During the system update, the electrician also tried
to turn on the power to the system too early on, even though the order of the
activities was in the instructions. There is no certainty that was the mistake
done because of unclear instructions or because the instructions were not read
through by the electrician. Either way, the mistakes demonstrate the need for
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clear instructions which need to be followed by the local workers. Moreover, the
chance to misread instructions or not read them at all need to be minimized to
avoid mistakes.

In addition, there should be a clear division of roles for the participants, so
everyone would know who is responsible of what. For example, one person could
be in charge of making sure a schedule is followed, as discussed in section 5.1.4.
an agreed schedule would make the remote installation smoother. Additionally,
as discussed in the previous section, the choice of collaborating tools and form
of instructions material also affect to the collaboration structure.

GE10. Verify that the user has read through the instructions
Before beginning the installation activities, make sure the user has read the
instructions to gain an overall understanding of the upcoming tasks and to avoid
unnecessary errors. Ask the user if there were any parts of the instructions that
he/she did not understand and would like to get clarification on.

GE11. Have clear roles for collaborating
Clear roles for collaborating could help the remote installation activities to run
more effortlessly.

5.2.4.Guidelines for remote collaboration of installation
activities

One of the aims of this thesis was to create guidelines for remote collaboration
of installation activities. From the beginning, the possibility of utilizing mobile
devices (and thus mobile learning) was in the focus of this study. Furthermore,
as the results of installing the Wi-Fi base station showed, utilizing mobile
learning in remote guidance was a functional solution. Therefore, the guidelines
for remote collaboration of installation activities formed in this thesis include
guidelines specific for creating installation instructions as mobile learning
materials.

To answer the first research question (RQ1: How should collaboration of remote
installation activities be organized?) a set of 16 guidelines was formed based on
findings from literature and the empirical research. The first six guidelines
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concern creating the mobile installation instructions and the rest of the
guidelines concern factors to consider in the remote collaboration.

The guidelines are:

1. Understand the user (GL1)

2. Design installation instructions carefully (GL4, GE9)

3. Consider both technical and design aspects in creating instructions material
(GL2, GE9)

4. Present information simply and straightforwardly to make sure user’s
cognitive load is small enough (GL3, GE2)

5. Test the instructions (GE1, GL4)

6. Consider an easy way to deliver/download the instructions (GE3)

7. Give users time to “play around” with the device (GL5)

8. Verify that the user has read through the instructions (GE10)

9. Choose platform for remote collaboration based on the project’s nature (GE8)

10. Enable shared visual space for reaching common ground (GL6, GE6)

11. Common ground should not be reached only for informational content but
also for emotional intentions (GL7)

12. Guide novices with more specific instructions than experts (GL8)

13. Build trust between the collaboration participants (GE4)

14. Agree on a schedule and have regular check-ups (GE5)

15. Utilize pictures in collaborative installations (GE7)

16. Have clear roles for collaborating (GE11)
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6.  Discussion

In this chapter the results are discussed in relation to existing literature. In
addition, limitations of the study are presented, and the study is evaluated using
validity criteria defined by Whittemore et al. (2001). The chapter ends with
discussion on ideas for future work.

6.1. Opportunities of remote collaboration in installation
activities

In 2020 two installations on electricity and connectivity systems were completed
remotely in the Fusion Grid project. Although the pandemic was the initial
reason forcing the researchers to boldly attempt the installations in remote
collaboration with the locals from the pilot site, the successful outcomes of the
installations work as an example of opportunity for the future.

Regarding the technologies used for remote collaboration, the results prove that
both video calls and instant messaging are functional ways of communicating
remotely during installation activities. Both ways provide possibilities to enable
shared visual space, which according to Gergle (2005) is essential for
coordination of joint activities in collaborative physical tasks. Previous research
on guiding collaborative physical tasks has been mostly focusing on utilizing a
video feed and studying where the camera should be located and what should be
shown to the expert.  For instance, Fussel el at. (2000) studied the effects of
video when repairing bikes, Birnholtz et al. (2010) studied the differences of a
static camera providing an overview of the workspace and close-up shots
providing detailed information, and Alem and Huang (2011) introduce two
systems in which the camera is located on the worker’s helmet. However,
completing a collaborative physical task remotely solely using instant messaging
application WhatsApp, might be something that has not been done before. Based
on the results of this study, utilizing instant messaging in remote guiding of
installation tasks, or more broadly in collaborative physical tasks, holds potential
to be used more in the future. Many prior systems created for remote
collaboration do not fit the needs of highly mobile workers such as onsite
technicians who need to constantly move around (Alem and Huang, 2011).
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Instant messaging supports the mobility of the worker and compared to video
calls instant messaging does not require the participants to work simultaneously.

This study also focused on utilizing mobile devices in remote collaboration of
installation activities. Based on the results, using mobile devices for delivering
instructions and communicating remotely seems to be a sufficient way to
complete installations successfully. However, there were some minor challenges
when using a mobile phone for the video feed of the physical installation
environment. The experts had a limited view to the pilot site through the mobile
phone’s camera. Furthermore, according to Gauglitz et al. (2014), one of the
most common limitations in remote collaboration is that the remote user’s view
onto the scene is constrained to the typically small field of view of the local
user’s camera. Another issue during the video calls was that although the
researchers working remotely could see the video feed, they could not directly
interact with the remote physical environment – an issue also identified by
Gauglitz et al. (2014). For instance, when the researchers tried to describe a
certain object but the local workers did not understand which one it is, it would
have helped if the researchers could have pointed through the video which object
they meant. Moreover, Pejoska-Laajola et al. (2017) studied whether mobile
video calls augmented with on-screen drawing features were beneficial for
improving remote collaboration in the construction and facility maintenance
services sector. Furthermore, they state that pointing by drawing reduces
misunderstandings and builds common ground quicker than utilizing only a
shared view.

When discussing the opportunities of remote collaboration in installation
activities, the context of this study cannot be forgotten. Bringing electricity and
connectivity to people who did not have prior access to them at home as such
changes the daily life of the people. However, if the installations are conducted
in remote collaboration with the locals, it fosters an opportunity to additionally
bring knowledge, training and new jobs to the developing areas.  Additionally,
as mobile phones are nearly ubiquitous, collaborating remotely does not
necessarily require an insane amount of resources. Rather, it can save time and
money as experts are no longer required to travel long distances to the remote
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areas. All in all, completing installation activities in remote collaboration holds
great potential for the future.

6.2. Limitations
The limitations of this study mainly concern the generalizability of it. The results
are based on two separate remote installations, one being a system update to
replace batteries and the other being installation of a Wi-Fi base station. As the
core content of the installations as well as the ways of collaborating differentiated
from each other, the comparison and generalization of the two is somewhat
challenging. In addition, both the installations were conducted in the same
Fusion Grid pilot site, which meant that the participants were the same.
Consequently, during the installation of the Wi-Fi base station, the participants
had more experience on remote collaboration than during the system update.
Therefore, there lies a possibility that the gained experience affected the behavior
of the participants. Furthermore, it should be noted that the results of this study
are based on individual experiments and experiences. For instance, the quality
and usability of the mobile instructions were evaluated based on only one
experiment with one user. Thus, the skill level of the participant affected the
results more than if there had been several test users.

Even though generalizing the results should be approached with caution
(especially due to the small number of participants and installation
experiments), the guidelines formed could also be beneficial in other types of
collaborative physical tasks and not only in installation activities. For example,
the results could be used also in remote assembly and repair activities, which
could possibly be conducted in different contexts than this study’s electricity
and connectivity system. In addition, although this study’s installations were
physically conducted in Namibia, the results can be seen useful in collaborating
in other countries as well. All in all, this study cannot provide impeccable
guidelines for remote collaboration rather it provides insights on how remote
collaboration for installation activities was completed successfully and
recommendations for similar cases in the future.
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6.3. Evaluation of the study
The study is evaluated based on validity criteria for qualitative research defined
by Whittemore et al. (2001). The criteria consist of four primary criteria,
credibility, authenticity, criticality, and integrity, and six secondary criteria,
explicitness, vividness, creativity, thoroughness, congruence, and sensitivity.
According to Whittemore et al. (2001), the primary criteria are necessary for all
qualitative research, whereas the secondary criteria are considered more flexible
and as additional benchmarks of quality.

Credibility evaluates whether the context or the participants’ experiences were
reflected in a believable way (Whittemore et al., 2001). The results of this study
are mainly based on documentation from a remote system update and messages
from a group chat. The documentation from the system update was written
apart and despite of this thesis by one of the Fusion Grid researchers.
Consequently, in the documentation he had had the chance to express his
thoughts freely. In addition, in the group chat the maintenance man was
encouraged to communicate often and ask help anytime. However, it should be
noted that in the end, the experiences that came across from the messages were
interpretations of the situations, although they were made carefully.

Authenticity assesses whether the subtle differences in the voices of all the
participants are noted in the study (Whittemore et al., 2001). To give an
authentic and realistic view of the participants voices, the results were presented
with direct quotes from the participants.

Criticality refers to the researcher’s ability to critically assess the research
process and the results (Whittemore et al., 2001). Limitations of the study were
presented in chapter 6.2. In addition, the results of the study were discussed and
compared in relation to existing literature.

Integrity evaluates whether the study reflects “recursive and repetitive checks of
validity as well as a humble presentation of findings” (Whittemore et al., 2001).
The structure of the research and the research questions were iteratively
developed with the help of the thesis supervisor and advisor. Additionally, the
findings were presented humbly to the best of the author’s ability and separately
from the analysis.
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Explicitness refers to addressing methodological decisions, interpretations and
biases (Whittemore et al., 2001). The methodological decisions, such as choosing
research approach, data collection and data analysis methods, are presented in
chapter 3. In addition, the conceptual background and the results of the study
are presented separately from the author’s interpretations and analysis.

Vividness assesses whether the phenomena and contexts have been vividly
presented with clarity and faithful descriptions (Whittemore et al., 2001). The
results presented in chapter 4 have been written as clearly as possible, portraying
the essence of the phenomena and experiences. Furthermore, as mentioned
earlier, quotes from the participants have been used to describe the contexts
truthfully. In addition, several colorful pictures from the remote installations
were added to make the experiences more vivid for the reader.

Creativity refers to using imaginative ways to organize, present and analyze data
(Whittemore et al., 2001). During the data analysis, creativity was used in
linking the meaningful findings together from multiple data sources
(documentation notes, video material from Skype calls and WhatsApp
messages). In the results, the data was presented with the help of multiple
figures, tables and quotes. The presentation of the results was also structured to
create comprehensive understanding of the findings and the order of the
activities conducted.

Thoroughness evaluates whether the findings answer convincingly to the posed
research questions (Whittemore et al., 2001). The two research questions as well
as their sub-questions have been thoroughly answered in this thesis. In section
1.3. the research questions are presented as well as the information on which
sections all the answers to the research questions and sub-questions can be found.

Congruence assesses whether the research process and findings are in line with
each other, and whether the results fit into a context outside of the study
(Whittemore et al., 2001). The research process and the research questions were
designed based on existing literature. Eventually the results were presented in
accordance with the research questions. All in all, the research process and
findings were structured and presented in a systemic manner. In addition, the
results were discussed in relation to existing literature.
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Sensitivity evaluates whether the research has been carried out “in ways that are
sensitive to the nature of human, cultural and social contexts” (Whittemore et
al., 2001). The participants from Fusion Grid pilot were kept anonymous and
all the data was accessible only for the researchers involved in the remote
installations. Cultural and social contexts were especially important to consider
as this study was focused on collaboration between Finnish researchers and locals
from a remote area of Namibia. The differences were considered when designing
the artifact and in communicating in a calm manner, considerately and politely
across cultures and social contexts.

6.4. Future work
The results of this thesis can be first and foremost seen as proof that installation
activities can be completed successfully by locals in remote collaboration with
experts. This study focused on studying remote collaboration for installation
activities and the possibilities of using mobile learning as performance support
during the installation process. However, this study does not consider what
happens after the installation activities have been completed. Thus, future
research could focus on how remote collaboration and guidance should be
structured to enable efficient and sustainable maintenance work after the
installations have been completed.

In addition, if the installation to be performed is complex and requires multiple
people to participate, the structure of the roles and their effect to collaboration
efforts could be studied in the future. For example, an installation related to an
electricity system may be mostly performed and prepared by an ordinary
countryman but it also requires a professional, an electrician, to participate. In
addition, in this thesis the mobile instructions were delivered as an e-book and
additional guiding was provided through WhatsApp, but further research could
be aimed at exploring the possibilities of mobile applications facilitating both
the instructions as well as the communicating for guidance.
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7.  Conclusions

Remote expertise is needed in several real world scenarios where a worker or a
local novice is performing actions on physical objects (Alem and Huang, 2011).
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the need for such remote collaboration grew
bigger than before. This thesis focused on studying remote collaboration during
installation activities regarding electricity and connectivity for a Fusion Grid
pilot site in Oniipa, Namibia. Although access to mobile phones and internet has
become more affordable (The World Bank, 2019), there are still regions in which
majority of the people lack access to electricity, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa
(IEA et al., 2020). Utilizing solar panels and off-grid solutions is seen as one
essential way to alleviate the access deficit.

The aim of this thesis was to create guidelines for remote collaboration in
installation activities and to study the possibilities of utilizing mobile learning
in installing a Wi-Fi base station remotely. The chosen research approach was
Design Science which focuses on creating and testing artifacts. A prototype of
mobile installation instructions for the Wi-Fi base station was created and then
tested in remote experimentation collaborating with a local from the Fusion Grid
pilot site in Oniipa. During the remote collaboration, all communication and
guidance was done by instant messaging in a WhatsApp group chat. Eventually,
the Wi-Fi base station was successfully installed. In addition, to reach the goals
of the study, a literature review was completed and experiences from another
remote collaboration of an installation was included to the data. The other
installation was an update of an electricity system in the Fusion Grid pilot site.
The remote collaboration was successfully conducted by using Skype video calls
and it occurred before this thesis work had begun.

The findings of this study indicate that both video calls and instant messaging
are functional ways of collaborating remotely during installation activities. Both
ways of communicating enable creating a shared visual space, which is essential
for reaching a common ground in collaborative physical tasks. In addition, the
results indicate that utilizing mobile devices is a functional solution for delivering
installation instructions in remote collaborative physical tasks. Mobile devices
are nearly ubiquitous and they are convenient and easy to carry around.
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However, the mobile instructions need to be designed carefully to minimize the
cognitive load, especially in the case of a novice user.

Based on the results of the study, a set of 16 guidelines was created for remote
collaboration in installation activities. The first six guidelines concern creating
mobile installation instructions for the remote collaboration and the latter
guidelines concern factors to consider when organizing a remote installation. The
codes after the guidelines refer to the key findings from literature (GL) and the
empirical research (GE). The guidelines created for organizing remote
collaboration of installation activities are:

1. Understand the user (GL1)
2. Design installation instructions carefully (GL4, GE9)
3. Consider both technical and design aspects in creating instructions material (GL2,
GE9)
4. Present information simply and straightforwardly to make sure user’s cognitive load
is small enough (GL3, GE2)
5. Test the instructions (GE1, GL4)
6. Consider an easy way to deliver/download the instructions (GE3)
7. Give users time to “play around” with the device (GL5)
8. Verify that the user has read through the instructions (GE10)
9. Choose platform for remote collaboration based on the project’s nature (GE8)
10. Enable shared visual space for reaching common ground (GL6, GE6)
11. Common ground should not be reached only for informational content but also for
emotional intentions (GL7)
12. Guide novices with more specific instructions than experts (GL8)
13. Build trust between the collaboration participants (GE4)
14. Agree on a schedule and have regular check-ups (GE5)
15. Utilize pictures in collaborative installations (GE7)
16. Have clear roles for collaborating (GE11)

All in all, the results of this thesis can be first and foremost seen as proof that
installation activities on electricity and connectivity can be successfully
completed in remote collaboration with experts and locals from the remote areas
of the developing world.  Although the limitations of this study concerned mostly
the generalizability of the findings, the guidelines formed in this thesis may also
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be helpful in organizing other types of collaborative physical tasks remotely in
the future. Conducting installations to the distant African areas in remote
collaboration with the locals, also fosters an opportunity to bring knowledge,
training and new jobs to the developing areas. Furthermore, remote
collaboration can save resources as experts are no longer required to travel long
distances. Thus, completing installation activities in remote collaboration holds
great potential for the future, however it also requires careful planning and a
dedicated team to overcome whatever obstacles may occur.
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Appendix A

Instructions for downloading the prototype

Part 1

Here are the instructions for downloading FBReader app. The app is later used
for viewing the wifi installation instructions. Please follow these steps to
download the app:

1. Take the older phone with black cover which you received in December

2. Use the phone to click the following link to download the app FBReader
https://fbreader.org/files/android/FBReaderJ_ice-cream-sandwich.apk

(If the download is prevented, let me know and I will send you info how to
change some settings on the phone)

3. Open the FBReader to make sure the installation was successful

4. Send us a message at this point to inform about the situation

Part 2

The next step is to download the wifi installation instructions material:

1. Click the following link to download the file from the site [LINK]

2. Click the downloaded file to open the instructions. It should open
automatically in FBReader as an e-book

3. Send us a message at this point to inform about the situation
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Appendix B

Prototype: mobile installation instructions for Wi-Fi
base station

The instructions were created based on the original installation instructions of
the EAP110-Outdoor wireless access point, which were accessed as a pdf from
the product’s support website.
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